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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of this document

1.1.1

This Consultation Report forms part of Western Power Distribution (South Wales)
PLC’s (WPD) application to the Secretary of State for a Development Consent
Order (DCO) to construct, operate and maintain a new 132,000 volt (132kV)
connection from Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation to the existing
electricity distribution network near Llandyfaelog, 10km south of Carmarthen.

1.1.2

This report provides a summary of the two stages of non-statutory consultation
undertaken and a detailed account of the statutory consultation undertaken
including the issues raised during this statutory consultation. The report also
provides WPD’s responses to the issues and comments that were raised during
statutory consultation and shows how WPD has fulfilled its duties under Section 49
of the Planning Act 2008 (the Act) to ‘have regard to’ responses to consultation
and publicity.

1.1.3

The report has been produced in accordance with Section 37(3)(c) of the Act
which requires all applications for a DCO to be accompanied by a report giving
details of what has been done by the applicant under sections 42, 47 and 48 of the
Act.

1.1.4

In summer 2013 WPD carried out Stage 1 Consultation (non-statutory) with
statutory consultees, elected representatives and public interest groups to help
inform the selection of the preferred route corridors needed to connect the three
wind farms that were, at that time, still proposed to the electricity network. WPD
also consulted with statutory bodies on early stage preliminary environmental
information (PEI) gathered by its environmental consultants, RSK, for feedback
and comment. The Stage 1 Consultation responses led to the identification of the
preferred route corridors.

1.1.5

Stage 2 Consultation (non-statutory) on the route alignment options within the
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preferred route corridors was carried out from mid February 2014 to mid-April
2014 with all Stage 1 consultees and the public. The PEI gathered for the route
alignment options was also presented and comments and feedback sought on its
content. Following the detailed analysis of all Stage 2 Consultation comments and
feedback responses, and consideration of other technical, environmental, social
and economic information, WPD selected its preferred route alignment, which was
announced in August 2014.
1.1.6

Stage 3 statutory consultation was carried out with prescribed and non-prescribed
consultees, persons with interest in the land (PILs) and the community within the
vicinity of the proposals between November 2014 and January 2015. WPD
consulted on the Proposed Development, which included the detailed overhead
line and underground route and any related worked required that is integral to the
Proposed Development and the PEI in the form of a draft Environmental
Statement (ES).

1.1.7

Under Section 47 of the Act, WPD was required to produce a Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) which set out how it would consult with the
community. Prior to the drafting of the SoCC, WPD consulted with
Carmarthenshire County Council (CCC) about what should be included in this
document. A formal draft SoCC was then submitted to CCC for comment before it
was finalised and made available for inspection by the public. As part of this
process, the council’s planning committee reviewed and approved the authority’s
comments on the SoCC. The SoCC was published on 17 November 2014 and
publicised in local and regional newspapers.

1.1.8

Stage 3 statutory consultation was carried out in accordance with the SoCC
between 27 November 2014 and 16 January 2015 with the public potentially
affected by the Proposed Development (under Section 47 of the Act) and with
statutory consultees (under Section 42 of the Act). The proposed application was
also publicised in accordance with Section 48 of the Act in national and local
newspapers.
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1.1.9

A summary of the three stage pre-application consultation, engagement and
publicity undertaken carried out is summarised in the following table.
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Stage 1

Consultation

24 June 2013

to

Consultation

to

16 January 2015

Section 42

28 November 2014

28 September 2014

to

01 September 2014

SoCC consultation

Consultation

to

11 April 2014

Stage 2

17 February 2014

27 September 2013

Stage

Dates

Statutory

Statutory

Non-statutory

Non-statutory

Statutory

7

and a series of exhibitions for PILs.

and PILs. WPD delivered group and one to one briefings

Stage 3 statutory consultation with prescribed consultees

Consultation with the local authority on the draft SoCC.

briefings and ten landowner and public exhibitions.

PILs and the public. WPD delivered group and one to one

consultees, elected representatives, local user groups,

Consultation on route alignment options with prescribed

to one briefings.

WPD delivered four deliberative workshops, group and one

consultees, elected representatives and local user groups.

Consultation on route corridor options with prescribed

Scope of activity

Table 1.1 – Summary of pre-application consultation, engagement and publicity

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Chapter 6

Chapter 5

information

Further
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Statutory

16 January 2015

to

8

and national press.

WPD publicised its proposed application in local, regional

Section 48 publicity

28 November 2014

user groups and the public. WPD delivered one to one

Stage 3 statutory consultation with elected representatives,

briefings and a series of public exhibitions.

Consultation

to

Statutory

16 January 2015

Section 47

28 November 2014

Chapter 9

Chapter 8
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1.2

Structure of this report

1.2.1

This Consultation Report is structured as follows:

Table 1.2 – Consultation Report structure
Chapter Title

Content

2

Western Power

Provides an overview of WPD’s role and

Distribution’s role

responsibilities and its commitment to preapplication engagement and consultation.

3

The project

Provides background on the need for the
project and how the project has developed
through the various stages of pre-application
consultation.

4

Consultation overview

Provides information about why WPD has
carried out consultation and the approach it
has taken to engaging with the different
audiences.

5

Stage 1 non-statutory

Provides an overview of the first stage of pre-

consultation

application consultation on route corridor
options including the consultation activities
undertaken, the feedback received and WPD’s
response to the points raised in the feedback.

6

Stage 2 non-statutory

Provides an overview of the second stage of

consultation

pre-application consultation on route alignment
options including the consultation activities
undertaken, the feedback received and WPD’s
response to the points raised in the feedback.
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Chapter Title

Content

7

Stage 3 statutory

Details the pre-application statutory

consultation under

consultation and notification carried out under

Section 42 of the Act

sections 42 and 46 of the Act.

Stage 3 statutory

Details the pre-application statutory

consultation under

consultation carried out under Section 47 of

Section 47 of the Act

the Act including the development of the

8

SoCC.
9

10

Statutory publicity

Details the statutory publicity carried out under

under Section 48 of

Section 48 of the Act including where and

the Act

when notices were published.

Process for

Explains how feedback was received,

management of

processed and analysed for Stage 3 statutory

responses

consultation. This chapter also explains how
late responses were dealt with and how the
response management process was quality
assured.

11

Responses under

Presents the Section 42 feedback received

Section 42 of the Act

from prescribed consultees, local authorities,
community councils and PILs, and WPD’s
response to the points raised in their feedback.

12

Responses under

Presents the Section 47 feedback received

Section 47 of the Act

from elected members, members of the public
and non-statutory organisations, and WPD’s
response to the points raised in their feedback.
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Chapter Title

Content

13

Responses under

Presents the Section 48 feedback received

Section 48 of the Act

and WPD’s response to the points raised in
this feedback.

14

15

Post-statutory

Details the engagement activity carried out

consultation

with consultees after the close of statutory

engagement

consultation and the responses received.

Conclusion

Sets out the conclusions of this Consultation
Report.
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2

Western Power Distribution’s role

2.1.1

WPD is the Distribution Network Operator (DNO) for South Wales and holder of an
electricity distribution licence issued in accordance with the provisions of the
Electricity Act 1989 as amended by the Utilities Act 2000.

2.1.2

The role of the company is to distribute electricity using WPD’s network of
substations, overhead lines and underground cables, from the national grid to the
metering point of the electricity supply companies or their customers. WPD is
solely an electricity distribution company and does not hold an interest in the wind
farm and it does not sell or buy the generated electricity.

2.1.3

An electricity generator, such as RWE Innogy UK Limited (RWE), can request that
WPD connects the new development to the electricity network. WPD is legally
obliged to offer a connection to that generator and then take the necessary steps
to provide that connection. WPD therefore has a legal responsibility to provide an
efficient, coordinated and economic 1 connection to Brechfa Forest West Wind
Farm.

2.1.4

WPD is also required to “consider the desirability of preserving amenity” when
planning a new electricity connection. This means it needs to consider the impact
the work might have on amenity, cultural heritage, ecology, landscape and the
local communities in that area. WPD must therefore ensure that it considers all of
these factors when making the 132kV connection between the proposed wind farm
and the electricity network.

2.2

Western Power Distribution’s commitment to engagement and
consultation

2.2.1

WPD and its project team made the following commitments to engagement and
consultation throughout the pre-application process:

1

Section 9 Electricity Act 1989
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They will be open and transparent in their engagement with the local
community and key stakeholders.



They will make information available in a range of formats, including through
the project website.



They will make all public materials and summaries of technical documents
available in both Welsh and English. They will also have a Welsh speaker
available at all consultation events.



They will liaise with Carmarthenshire County Council, community councils and
representatives of hard-to-reach groups to identify and work with any
individuals or groups that might be potentially affected by the Proposed
Development but might not otherwise engage and for whom special effort will
be required.



They will, where appropriate, help those individuals who are less mobile with
travel arrangements to attend events and, if necessary, make alternative
arrangements for them to find out about the project and provide feedback.



They will provide a bilingual freephone helpline, email and freepost service
throughout all stages of the pre-application process.



Each stage of consultation will last for a minimum of 28 days.



They will publicise all consultation events in both Welsh and English at least
seven days in advance using conventional media and appropriate social
media.



They will record, respond to where appropriate, and report on all material
issues raised during the consultation process.



They will continue to engage with the local community, local authorities and
other key stakeholders regardless of the defined periods of consultation.



They will review the arrangements for consultation throughout the process and
assess their effectiveness on a regular basis.
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They will remain open to suggestions as to how best to communicate with the
local community throughout the consultation process.
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3

The project

3.1

Need for the project

3.1.1

WPD is required to connect a new onshore wind farm in the Brechfa Forest area of
Carmarthenshire to the electricity distribution network. The most efficient,
coordinated and economic way of doing this is a single circuit, three phase 132kV
connection.

3.1.2

Brechfa Forest was identified by the Welsh Government in 2005 as one of seven
areas of Wales with the potential for large scale wind power generation (over 25
mega-watts (MW)). Brechfa Forest was identified as Strategic Search Area G in
the Welsh Government’s Technical Advice Note (TAN) 8: Planning for Renewable
Energy (2005).

3.1.3

Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm (centred on the Afon Pib valley, east of Alltwalis),
will be built by RWE. Classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project
(NSIP), it received consent from the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate
Change in March 2013.

3.1.4

Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm, which was proposed by Renewable Energy Systems
(RES), was refused planning permission at appeal in May 2014. RES
subsequently withdrew its connection application.

3.1.5

Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm, also proposed by RWE, received approval from
Carmarthenshire County Council in December 2013 under the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990, with the completion of a Section 106 agreement in October
2014. RWE has however decided to withdraw that connection from the Proposed
Development. The connection to Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm has therefore
not been included in this statutory consultation. If and when RWE proceed with
the connection it will require a separate DCO application.

3.1.6

The two stages of non-statutory consultation included both of these withdrawn
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connections. Stage 3 statutory consultation only considered the Proposed
Development to connect Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm.
3.1.7

In autumn 2011, as part of the Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm application, WPD
provided an indicative route option for a connection from the wind farm to a
substation, located north of Swansea. This indicative route was prepared to
demonstrate that WPD could achieve a connection to the wind farm. An initial
review of the route as part of WPD’s development process concluded that it was
not the most satisfactory option and, although it is in the public domain, it has not
been advanced by WPD in this process. Further information on why the route was
not taken forward is provided in Chapter 3 of the ES.

3.2

Project development

3.2.1

In 2012 WPD carried out a technical constraints review to determine connection
options for the proposed wind farms and this was set out in the Strategic
Optioneering Report (SOR). This review included various connection voltages,
substation and overhead connection points in the Carmarthenshire area, as well
as Swansea North Substation. These studies identified that the proposed wind
farms would need to be connected to the electricity distribution network at
Swansea North Substation. With this in mind WPD’s environmental consultants,
RSK, carried out primary environmental constraints mapping of the project study
area to determine potential connection corridors between the proposed wind farms
and Swansea North Substation. A map showing this project study area can be
seen in Appendix 3.1.

3.2.2

A further detailed review of the technical constraints identified that there was an
existing overhead line which runs from near Llandyfaelog, 10km south of
Carmarthen, to Swansea North Substation, which WPD can use for part of the
route. By connecting to this point near Llandyfaelog, WPD’s Proposed
Development would be significantly shorter than a connection directly into
Swansea North Substation and therefore has the potential to reduce any impact
on communities and the environment. WPD therefore decided to discount
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previously identified potential route corridors which ran past Llandeilo, Ammanford
and Cross Hands. A map showing this revised project study area and existing
overhead line can be seen in Appendix 3.2.
3.2.3

WPD proposes to connect the consented Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm by
building a single circuit, three phase 132kV wooden pole overhead line between
the new Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation and the existing overhead
line near Llandyfaelog, 10km south of Carmarthen.

3.2.4

The proposed 132kV connection would be made using a combination of single and
twin wooden pole structures. As a general rule, single wooden poles will be used
along straight sections of the route as well as at angles where there is a minor
change in direction. Twin wooden pole structures may be used at angle positions
where the direction of the line changes significantly, to support longer spans of
overhead line and in areas of ‘severe environment’ at an altitude above 300
metres (m).

3.2.5

The maximum height of the wooden pole structures will be 20m although they will
be lower than this along much of the route. The average height of the wooden
poles will be 15m.

3.2.6

WPD has a legal obligation to provide an efficient, coordinated and economical
connection2. WPD has carried out a study which concluded that the most cost
effective connection for the majority of the route is by using 132kV overhead
lines3.

3.2.7

Detailed constraints mapping was carried out by WPD’s environmental
consultants, RSK, to identify areas between the connections points where it would
not be suitable to route an overhead line. The factors considered in identifying the
route corridors included community and environmental impacts and engineering
and financial constraints. By ruling out areas unsuitable for a connection, WPD
was able to identify the potential route corridors. These initial route corridors

2
3

Section 9 Electricity Act 1989
Lifetime Costs Report (February 2014)
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formed the basis for the initial consultation (Stage 1) in summer 2013.
3.2.8

Stage 1 identified two potential route corridors between the proposed Brechfa
Forest West Wind Farm Substation and the existing overhead line near
Llandyfaelog, 10km south of Carmarthen. Other potential corridors were also
identified to connect Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest East Wind
Farm as both of these wind farms still required a connection at this point.

3.2.9

In summer 2013, WPD carried out non-statutory consultation with statutory
consultees and public interest groups to help inform the selection of the preferred
route corridors to connect the wind farms to the electricity network. WPD also
consulted with statutory bodies on early stage PEI gathered by its environmental
consultants, RSK, for feedback and comment.

3.2.10

The Stage 1 Consultation responses led to the identification of the preferred route
corridors. These were publicly announced in January 2014.

3.2.11

Following the identification of these preferred corridors, WPD’s engineers and
environmental consultants identified where it might put an overhead line, also
called an alignment, within these corridors. Each alignment option was 300m in
width.

3.2.12

Stage 2 Consultation (non-statutory) on the route alignment options was carried
out from mid-February 2014 to mid-April 2014 and included the public and PILs.
The PEI gathered for the route alignment options was also presented and
comments and feedback sought on its content.

3.2.13

Following the detailed analysis of all Stage 2 Consultation comments and
feedback responses, and consideration of other technical, environmental, social
and economic information, WPD selected its preferred route alignment, which was
announced in August 2014. This announcement included the identification of the
sections of the route which WPD proposed placing underground.

3.2.14

WPD considered that the underground sections were only justified where the
environmental, social and economic impacts of an overhead line were sufficiently
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significant to warrant the use of underground cable, whilst also enabling WPD to
meet its statutory obligations.
3.2.15

WPD then carried out further detailed technical and environmental surveys to
determine exactly where within the 300m wide preferred route alignment the
overhead line and underground cables would go. This detailed route was the
Proposed Development on which statutory consultation was based.

3.3

New Lodge Substation

3.3.1

The route of the existing overhead line which WPD is proposing to use goes south
from near Llandyfaelog to a substation near Burry Port, called New Lodge
Substation. From here the overhead lines travel east to Swansea North
Substation.

3.3.2

For engineering reasons, as detailed in the Strategic Optioneering Report (Volume
8.2 of the DCO application), it will be necessary to reconfigure the
interconnections between the overhead line circuits and also to install a circuit
breaker at New Lodge Substation.

3.3.3

This work will be carried out using WPD’s permitted development rights and a
planning permission under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and
permission received under section 37 of the Electricity Act 1989. This work is
therefore not included in the DCO application but has been assessed in the ES.
WPD engaged with elected representatives in the Burry Port area during stages 1
and 2 of the consultation process to make them aware of the possible need for the
work.
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4

Consultation overview

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

This chapter provides information about why WPD has carried out consultation
and the approach it has taken to engaging with the different audiences.

4.2

Background

4.2.1

The Act defines an overhead line project at 132kV, and over two kilometres (km) in
length, to be an NSIP which requires an application to be made for a DCO. It also
places a duty on WPD, as the developer, to undertake consultation before an
application for a DCO is submitted.

4.2.2

The proposed connection between Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation
and the existing overhead line near Llandyfaelog would be 28.6km long so is
classified as an NSIP.

4.2.3

Before the Planning Inspectorate will accept an application on behalf of the
Secretary of State, it must be satisfied that WPD has conducted adequate preapplication consultation. The pre-application consultation will also be important in
relation to the examination process after the application has been accepted.

4.3

Approach to consultation

4.3.1

WPD’s overall approach to pre-application consultation was based upon advice
received from the Planning Inspectorate, WPD’s legal advisors, Osborne Clarke
Solicitors and Russell Harris QC, and on the updated pre-application process
guidance produced by the Department for Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) in January 2013 and August 2014. WPD also consulted CCC on the
strategy for consultation and the council agreed that the approach being followed
was appropriate for this project. A copy of the correspondence from CCC
regarding the Consultation Strategy can be found in Appendix 4.1 and a copy of
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the Consultation Strategy published in June 2013 can be found in Appendix 4.2
4.3.2

Detailed community and stakeholder research helped to shape the strategy
together with information and guidance received from CCC.

4.3.3

The pre-application consultation was based upon the principles of the Act for
NSIPs and current government guidance. It sought to:


Involve local authorities, communities and statutory consultees early in the
proposal development to bring about benefits for all parties;



Raise awareness and build understanding of the proposals among people
living in the vicinity, or those potentially affected by wider effects;



Allow people potentially affected by the proposals to provide feedback as they
develop, so that their views can influence the decision making process and the
final application;



Obtain important information about the economic, social and environmental
impacts of a scheme from consultees to rule out unsuitable options and to
consider mitigating measures before the application is submitted;



Communicate with clarity of intent to enable those being consulted to
understand what can be influenced and why;



Communicate the need for and explain the procedure for agreeing access and
rights over land or acquiring such rights over land for the connection;



Communicate proportionately to the scale of the proposal;



Encourage structured discussion and debate, embracing constructive ideas
and suggestions and generate demonstrable evidence of a responsive
process;



Give feedback to those affected by the proposal as to how their comments
have shaped the proposal; and



Build lasting, positive relationships in which points of agreement and
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difference are clearly demonstrated.
4.3.4

WPD delivered a multi-stage pre-application consultation which comprised of two
stages of non-statutory consultation and one stage of statutory consultation (in
accordance with sections 42 and 47 of the Act).

4.3.5

During Stage 1, WPD engaged with community councils, specialist statutory
bodies and with local user groups to gather information to help inform the selection
of a preferred route corridor or corridors to connect the wind farms to the electricity
network. WPD also consulted with statutory bodies on early stage PEI gathered
by RSK for feedback and comment.

4.3.6

The second stage of non-statutory consultation was with all prescribed statutory
consultees including the local authority, community councils, landowners and PILs,
residents, businesses, local user groups and elected representatives to gather
feedback on proposed route alignments to connect the wind farms to the electricity
network. The PEI gathered for the route alignment options was presented and
comments and feedback received from statutory consultees on its content.

4.3.7

Following the second stage of consultation, the developer of Bryn Llywelyn Wind
Farm, RES, withdrew its connection application following refusal of planning
permission and dismissal of their appeal. A connection to this wind farm was
therefore not considered or reported on following the close of Stage 2
Consultation.

4.3.8

The final stage of the pre-application consultation process was statutory
consultation on the Proposed Development and on the draft ES. It was delivered
in accordance with sections 42, 47 and 48 of the Act and included the publication
of a SoCC which was developed in conjunction with, and reviewed by, CCC.

4.3.9

Prior to the start of the final stage of pre-application consultation, RWE withdrew
its connection request for Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm so this part of the route
was not included as part of the Proposed Development and was not included in
statutory consultation.
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4.4

Ongoing stakeholder engagement

4.4.1

WPD and its project team have engaged with various stakeholders with
responsibility for environmental and planning matters since the start of the project
in early 2012. These stakeholders included officers from CCC and members of
Natural Resources Wales (NRW) (formerly the Countryside Council for Wales,
Environment Agency Wales and Forestry Commission Wales).

4.4.2

The purpose of this ongoing engagement was to agree a methodology for
identifying and selecting options and to explain the results of this selection work.
The details of each stage of consultation were also discussed with stakeholders
both before and at the close of each stage. Meetings were also held to discuss
the scope of the ES and the approach to assessment, mitigation and
enhancement. Draft application documents were also provided for comment. A
list of the meetings held with these stakeholders can be seen in Appendix 4.3.
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5

Stage 1 non-statutory consultation

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

This chapter of the Consultation Report provides an overview of the first stage of
pre-application consultation on route corridor options and includes the consultation
activities undertaken, the feedback received and how this has influenced the
development of the project.

5.2

Approach to route corridor consultation

5.2.1

The aim of Stage 1 Consultation was to gather detailed local information on each
of the route corridor options. WPD presented the following corridors to connect
the wind farms to the electricity network:


To connect the proposed Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm Substation to
Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation there were two route corridor
options, to the north the ‘Gwernogle corridor’ and to the south the ‘Brechfa
corridor’.



To connect the proposed Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm Substation to Brechfa
Forest West Wind Farm Substation there would either be a 132kV overhead
wooden pole line through the west corridor or an underground cable
connection through the forest between the substations.



To connect Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation to the River Towy
Crossings corridor there were two route corridor options, the east corridor
which roughly followed the B4310 and the west corridor which roughly
followed the A485.



Four potential corridors to cross the River Towy were identified and these
were labelled A, B, C and D from west to east. All four crossing corridors
joined up with one single corridor, the south corridor, which went all the way to
the connection points on the existing overhead line near Llandyfaelog.
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5.2.2

Stage 1 Consultation was carried out over a fourteen-week period running from
Monday, 24 June 2013 to Friday, 27 September 2013. WPD had initially proposed
a ten-week consultation period but at the request of CCC members, the
consultation period was extended by four weeks.

5.2.3

During this stage of consultation WPD requested specialist, technical and local
knowledge to obtain relevant information about the route corridor areas. WPD
also presented early stage PEI gathered by RSK which was presented to statutory
consultees for feedback and comment.

5.2.4

WPD took into consideration the proposal’s scale, topography, geography,
environmental, demographic, social and political factors and in view of this
consulted with the following consultees:

5.2.5



Three Members of Parliament;



Three Assembly Members;



Four Regional Assembly Members;



The local planning authority and neighbouring authorities;



19 local authority members;



19 community councils;



53 specialist statutory consultees; and



23 local user groups.

The following consultation and communication methods were used to engage with
stakeholders:


briefings for Members of Parliament, Assembly Members and Regional
Assembly Members;



briefings and site visits for Carmarthenshire county councillors;
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5.2.6



deliberative workshops with affected community councils and interest groups;



attendance at community council meetings, by invitation only; and



correspondence with statutory consultees.

In order to obtain the specialist, technical and local knowledge from consultees
listed above WPD shared information contained within the following reports:


Strategic Optioneering Report (June 2013);



Route Corridor Options – Interim Report and Preliminary Environmental
Information (June 2013);

5.2.7



Existing Line Survey Report (June 2013); and



Report into Undergrounding Cable Costs (June 2013)

During Stage 1, MPs, AMs, RAMs, MEPs, local authority members, local authority
planning department officers, community councils, specialist statutory consultees
and local amenity user groups were written to and encouraged to provide relevant
information and formal written feedback about the route corridor options.

5.2.8

MPs, AMs, RAMs, MEPs and local authority members were also offered face to
face briefings on the project and a site visit. Fourteen local authority members
attended a briefing on Monday, 24 June 2013 and on Thursday,
19 September 2013, eight members attended a site visit to view the existing
132kV overhead line north of Alltwalis. Four other elected representatives were
individually briefed during the consultation period.

5.2.9

WPD also offered briefings to the MP, AM, local authority members and
community and town councils potentially affected by the work proposed at New
Lodge Substation. A briefing was provided to Llanelli Rural Council on Monday,
15 July 2013.

5.2.10

At this early stage of the process, members of the public wishing to contribute to
the process were encouraged to provide their feedback to their community council,
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so that it could form part of the formal response submitted by the respective
community council. If anyone wanted to provide comment directly to WPD on the
route corridor options, they were able to do so in writing by using the project email
address and the freepost address, both of which were available on the WPD
website and were provided in the project literature.
5.2.11

In addition to responses received via the project email and freepost addresses,
three responses were forwarded by the WPD complaints department as the letters
raised issues relating to the consultation.

5.2.12

There was also a dedicated bilingual freephone information line available
throughout this stage, although its function was not intended to receive formal
feedback.

5.2.13

All external facing materials were supplied in both Welsh and English apart from
the extensive technical and planning related documents. Executive summary
versions of these documents were made available and translated into Welsh.

5.2.14

All responses received were acknowledged in writing and recorded on the
consultation database. They were then transcribed and entered into the analysis
system and assigned a unique reference number. Welsh language responses
were translated and entered in English into the analysis system.

5.2.15

Responses which raised issues unrelated to the consultation were null responses
and not included in the analysis. A total of 260 records were categorised in this
way. Null responses included:


general enquiries;



duplicate submissions; and



correspondence relating to workshop and meeting logistics.

5.2.16

No anonymous responses were received.

5.2.17

Stage 1 Consultation closed on 27 September 2013. Responses to the
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consultation were accepted up until midnight on 02 October 2013 to allow for late
delivery. No responses were received after 02 October 2013 so all responses
were included in the analysis.
5.2.18

Alongside the delivery of Stage 1 Consultation, WPD and its consultants carried
out various environmental and technical surveys throughout the corridors. The
information gathered from the surveys was considered along with the information
provided at the workshops and in the relevant written responses received, and
used to help influence the selection of the preferred corridors.

5.2.19

The report which details all aspects of the delivery of Stage 1 Consultation, the
Interim Consultation Report (January 2014), can be found in Appendix 5.1.

5.3

Feedback

5.3.1

During the fourteen-week consultation period of Stage 1, a total of 87 responses
were received. In some cases more than one response from an individual or
organisation was recorded and in other cases some consultees chose to submit a
joint response.

5.3.2

Responses to the consultation were received in both Welsh and English. The
table below describes the breakdown of these response types.

Table 5.1 – Summary of Stage 1 response numbers by language

5.3.3

Response type

Count

Letters and emails - English

84

Letters and emails - Welsh

3

Total

87

The table below summarises the responses received by WPD from statutory
consultees, non-statutory consultees, local amenity user groups and the public
during the Stage 1 Consultation.
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Table 5.2 - Summary of Stage 1 response numbers by stakeholder
Stakeholder type

Count

Statutory consultees

29

Local authority officers

2

Elected representatives
(MPs, AMs and local authority members)

9

Community councils

14

Local amenity user groups

11

Members of the public

20

Other organisations

2
Total 87

5.3.4

A total of 67 responses were received from 49 different non-public consultees who
responded to consultation. In some cases more than one response from an
individual or organisation was recorded and in other cases some consultees chose
to submit a joint response.

5.3.5

The key topics that the feedback related to were:


strategic options;



routeing and design;



engineering, design and construction;



environment;



socio-economic;



health, safety and security;



costs;



policy, principles and project case; and
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5.3.6

consultation and information.

As part of the analysis of the consultation responses, the key themes and issues
raised by respondents were identified. Key messages and specific points of detail
were then captured, reported and considered by WPD in developing its proposals
for the project.

5.3.7

The main themes raised by respondents are summarised below along with the
regard that WPD has had for those issues. Full details of responses received
along with the regard that WPD had for those responses can be found in
Appendix 5.1, the Interim Consultation Report (January 2014), Chapter 8.
Opposition to overhead lines and a preference for the whole route to be
placed underground so as to minimise visual and environmental impact.

5.3.8

As part of the review of the strategic options for the connection, placing the whole
connection underground had already been considered and evaluated. There had
been no change in National Policy Statements, specifically EN-5, or legislation
with regard to the licenced obligations for distribution network operators so WPD
concluded that this technology could not be adopted for the entire connection.

5.3.9

WPD also acknowledged that while undergrounding does eliminate landscape and
visual impacts, the impacts of undergrounding should also be considered as the
construction process can create adverse impacts on matters such as archaeology.
The RSPB specifically referred to the construction processes associated with
undergrounding and the damage this could cause to natural habitats, leading to
the displacement of birds.

5.3.10

In line with verbal responses provided during briefings and consultation events,
WPD reported in its Interim Consultation Report and Route Corridor Selection
Report that it would consider the appropriateness of undergrounding sections of
the route, where justified, following Stage 2 Consultation.
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Too much emphasis being put on the cost of undergrounding by WPD and
the protection of the environment should be more important than cost.
5.3.11

WPD considered that in order to comply with national policy on the construction of
electricity networks and for it to meet its obligation to provide an efficient,
coordinated and economic connection, the cost of the new 132kV connection had
to be a key consideration. WPD therefore concluded that the preferred
engineering solution was for a new 132kV connection that is predominantly an
overhead line route with short sections of underground cable.

5.3.12

National policy (NPS EN-5) states that the use of overhead lines is not
incompatible with the developer’s statutory duty to preserve amenity and mitigate
impacts.

5.3.13

In line with verbal responses provided during briefings and consultation events,
WPD reported in its Interim Consultation Report and Route Corridor Selection
Report that it would consider the appropriateness of undergrounding sections of
the route, where justified, following Stage 2 Consultation.
The cost of undergrounding should be considered as a lifetime cost rather
than just the cost of construction.

5.3.14

WPD agreed that there was a need to consider the lifetime costs for both
technologies and following receipt of feedback during Stage 1 Consultation, WPD
commissioned additional work to determine operational costs for an overhead line
and for underground cable. A Lifetime Costs Report was published in February
2014 and provided details of the lifetime costs for both 132kV overhead line and
underground cable.
A fear that wood poles would be upgraded to steel pylons at some point in
the future.

5.3.15

WPD designed the route to match the capacity of the wind farms for which it has
offered connection agreements. This would involve the construction of a 132kV
wooden pole line. If permission to build the connection is granted, there is
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currently no legislation in place which would allow WPD to change the construction
from wooden pole to steel pylons without additional consent. Any such change
would therefore require the submission of a new DCO application.
Concern over the visual impact of overhead lines on the landscape,
especially across the Towy Valley and Cothi Valley Special Landscape Areas
and near to footpaths.
5.3.16

WPD recognised that the Towy Valley and Cothi Valley are designated for their
landscape quality as locally designated special landscape areas (SLA). The
environmental sensitivity of the Towy Valley was one of the factors which
influenced WPD’s decision for the river crossing.

5.3.17

Careful comparison of the various options for crossing the Towy Valley (including
field work) concluded that option B1 was best able to accommodate the
appearance of an overhead scheme. This part of the Towy Valley was judged to
be already subject to a range of modifying and urbanising influences and that an
overhead connection here would cause least impact on the integrity and continuity
of the valley landscape.

5.3.18

WPD agreed that routeing the overhead line through parts of the Cothi Valley
would also require careful consideration. The potential impact of an overhead line
on the SLA was one of the factors which led to the decision to include both
corridor options (E1 and E2) at Stage 2 Consultation.

5.3.19

WPD concluded that the SLAs represented a clear sensitivity to the proposed
scheme and corridors that minimised direct physical conflict with them had been
selected. WPD also confirmed that the impacts on these features will continue to
be considered during selection of alignments in addition to more local public rights
of way.
Concern over the cumulative impact of overhead lines in areas where there
is already energy infrastructure, such as wind farms.

5.3.20

WPD agreed that the potential presence of existing and planned energy
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infrastructure, such as wind farms and wind turbines, would be considered as part
of the cumulative environmental assessment which WPD would carry out as part
of the detailed routeing of the connection. WPD confirmed that in designing the
route, consideration would be given to the potential for significant landscape
effects arising from a combination of the connection and other existing and
planned infrastructure.
Concern over the health effects of overhead lines.
5.3.21

WPD confirmed that it follows the advice of independent experts and all existing
and proposed overhead lines and underground cables on its network are designed
and built to comply with the UK Government’s guidelines set by the Health
Protection Agency.

5.3.22

All WPD apparatus is constructed and operated within the parameters set out by
the Health and Safety Executive and in accordance with its regulatory obligations
as a licenced distribution network operator. The safety of local communities will
not be compromised during the design, construction or operation of the new
connection.
The applications to build wind farms and the electricity connection should
be considered at same time.

5.3.23

WPD acknowledged that it must comply with current planning and energy policy
and the delivery of policy is a question for the Welsh Government, the Department
of Energy and Climate Change and the Planning Inspectorate.
The public should have been involved at Stage 1 of the consultation
process.

5.3.24

WPD confirmed that, in line with its published consultation strategy, the views of
the public would be sought during the second stage of consultation on the route
alignment options. During the first stage of consultation WPD sought information
on the route corridor options from elected representatives, community councils,
local user groups and key statutory consultees.
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5.4

Conclusions and impact on the project

5.4.1

Following Stage 1 Consultation, WPD used the information gathered from both
consultation and technical and environmental surveys and selected the following
corridors to connect the proposed wind farms to the electricity network.


To connect the proposed Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm, the corridor which ran
west from the wind farm substation to Gwyddgrug and then south to Alltwalis
was selected rather than the corridor through Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm.
This was chosen because of the technical difficulties associated with routeing
the connection through Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and the restrictions
on the operation of the wind farm that would be caused by the construction of
an overhead or underground connection.



To connect the proposed Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm, the corridor which
ran west from the wind farm substation towards Alltwalis and then south past
Pontarsais and Peniel was selected. This option was identified as the least
sensitive landscape character type and it minimised conflict with existing and
proposed SLAs. WPD concluded that there was no justification for a longer
route through more sensitive countryside.



To cross the Towy Valley the most westerly corridor was selected. This part of
the Towy Valley was judged to be already subject to a range of modifying and
urbanising influences and that an overhead connection here would least
impact on the integrity and continuity of the valley landscape.



The corridor from the Towy Valley to the connection point near Llandyfaelog
was originally very wide so WPD refined the corridor to only include the area
from the Towy Valley to Llandyfaelog, to the west of Nantycaws. This decision
principally reflected the lack of justification for a longer route through
undisturbed countryside and the presence of an already modified landscape in
the vicinity of the A484.



To connect Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm, WPD presented two corridor
options at Stage 1 Consultation. Both these corridors presented significant
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constraints both from an environmental and technical point of view and on
balance, based on the level of detailed information available to the project
team at this stage in the process, neither corridor was significantly preferable
to the other. WPD therefore took both corridor options forward to the next
stage of consultation.
5.4.2

The map showing the corridors selected following Stage 1 Consultation can be
found in Appendix 5.2.
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6

Stage 2 non-statutory consultation

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

This chapter of the Consultation Report provides an overview of the second stage
of pre-application consultation on 300m wide route alignment options between the
three proposed wind farms and the connection point near Llandyfaelog. It includes
the consultation activities undertaken, the feedback received and how this has
influenced the development of the project.

6.2

Approach to route alignment consultation

6.2.1

Following the identification of the preferred corridors, WPD’s engineers and
environmental consultants identified where it would be possible to put an overhead
power line, also called an alignment, within these corridors.

6.2.2

The route between the wind farms and the connection point near Llandyfaelog was
split into five distinct sections and these were labelled A to E. Within each section
the alignments were further labelled to help consultees identify options when
providing their comments.

6.2.3

Section A covered the area between WPD’s existing connection point near
Llandyfaelog and the Towy Valley. Within this section there were six parts to the
alignment and WPD presented two options to connect to the existing overhead line
near Llandyfaelog and two options to go around the villages of Idole and
Cwmffrwd.

6.2.4

Section B covered a single alignment option across the Towy Valley and the River
Towy to the east of Carmarthen.

6.2.5

Section C covered the area between the Towy Valley and a point midway between
Pontarsais and Alltwalis. Within this section there were four parts to the alignment
and WPD presented two options around the village of Peniel.
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6.2.6

Section D covered the area from a point midway between Pontarsais and Alltwalis
to the proposed Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm Substation and included the alignment
to Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation. There were eight parts to the
alignments within this section and WPD presented two options to go around the
village of Alltwalis and two options to cross the steep hillside to the south-east of
Gwyddgrug.

6.2.7

Section E covered the two route corridors that linked Brechfa Forest East Wind
Farm Substation to Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation. Within this
section the alignments were split into nine parts. The options included an
alignment which ran through the forest close to the village of Gwernogle and two
alignment options through the Cothi Valley with an interconnecting option to the
south-east of Brechfa.

6.2.8

Stage 2 Consultation was designed to gather feedback on these proposed route
alignment options and on the PEI gathered for those options. Consultation took
place over an eight-week period between Monday, 17 February 2014 and Friday,
11 April 2014. During this period WPD carried out non-statutory consultation with
all the consultees involved in the first stage of consultation plus members of the
public, local communities, businesses, landowners and PILs. A copy of the
Updated Consultation Strategy (February 2014) which details how WPD proposed
to carry out consultation can be found in Appendix 6.1

6.2.9

As with Stage 1 Consultation, during the second stage of consultation WPD took
into consideration the proposal’s scale, topography, geography, environmental,
demographic, social and political factors and in view of this consulted with the
following consultees:


three Members of Parliament;



three Assembly Members;



four Regional Assembly Members;



the local planning authority;
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6.2.10



14 local authority members;



16 community councils;



61 statutory consultees;



31 local amenity user groups, interest groups and campaign groups;



258 landowners and PILs; and



11,705 households and businesses.

The households and businesses were identified as those potentially affected by
the proposed scheme at both residential and business addresses within 3km of
the alignment options. A distance of 3km from the alignments was selected as it
was felt that beyond this distance it would not be possible to see the proposed
wooden pole overhead line with the naked eye.

6.2.11

The following consultation and communication methods were offered and used to
engage with stakeholders:


briefings for MPs, AMs and RAMs;



briefings for Carmarthenshire county councillors;



eight public exhibition;



five exhibitions specifically for landowners and PILs;



accessible information at seven key location points in Carmarthenshire and on
the WPD project website;

6.2.12



a workshop and correspondence with statutory consultees; and



press releases and notices.

In addition to the documents available during Stage 1 Consultation, the following
documents were available during the consultation:


Route Corridor Selection Report and Preliminary Environmental Information
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(December 2013);

6.2.13



Interim Consultation Report (January 2014);



Route Alignment Options Report (February 2014); and



Lifetime Costs Report (February 2014).

To ensure that all those potentially affected by the route alignment options were
aware of the consultation, WPD publicised it using the following methods:


project website with downloadable information;



project information in the form of an invitation leaflet;



adverts in a local newspaper (The Carmarthen Journal);



media coverage in local newspapers (The Carmarthen Journal, the South
Wales Evening Post, the Western Mail and the Llanelli Star);



posters on community noticeboards;



regular updates on Twitter; and



letters to potentially effected community councils, landowners, PILs and
members of the public as identified above.

6.2.14

All members of the public, landowners, PILs, statutory consultees and key
stakeholders involved in this stage were encouraged to provide written feedback
on the route alignment options. Consultees were able to provide feedback via the
following methods:


a project website online feedback facility;



hard copy feedback forms;



a project email address;



a freepost address; and
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6.2.15

a bilingual freephone information line.

All public facing materials were provided in both Welsh and English apart from
extensive technical or planning documents. Where it was not possible to provide a
translated version, WPD provided an executive summary version which was
translated into Welsh.

6.2.16

During Stage 2 Consultation, members of the WPD project team provided briefings
to two MPs, one RAM, CCC’s Leadership Group, three local authority members,
CCC officers and representatives from NRW in Carmarthen.

6.2.17

WPD also offered briefings to the MP, AM, local authority members and
community and town councils potentially affected by the work proposed at New
Lodge Substation although no requests for briefings were received.

6.2.18

A briefing was provided for the Welsh Government’s Energy Advisor,
Ron Loveland and the Head of Sustainable Energy and Industry Group,
Wendy Boddington.

6.2.19

During the consultation, respondents were able to provide feedback in a variety of
ways. A feedback form was developed which included open questions on each of
the route alignment sections, followed by a question asking for general comments
about the project. This feedback form was recreated for an online feedback faci lity
to which respondents could submit their feedback during the consultation. The
online response form enabled respondents to return to their feedback response to
update and amend it at any point during the consultation. Welsh versions of both
the online and hard copy feedback form were also made available.

6.2.20

There was also a dedicated bilingual freephone information line available
throughout this stage, although its function was not intended to receive feedback.

6.2.21

All responses received via the website, through the post or via email were
acknowledged in writing and recorded on the consultation database. They were
then transcribed and entered into the analysis system and assigned a unique
reference number. Welsh language responses were translated and entered in
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English into the analysis system. Responses which did not raise issues in relation
to the consultation were categorised as null responses and not included in the
analysis. A total of 78 records were categorised in this way. Null responses
included:

6.2.22



general enquiries;



duplicate submissions;



workshop and meeting correspondence; and



blank response forms.

The consultation period for Stage 2 closed at midnight on Friday, 11 April 2014.
Responses to the consultation were accepted up until midnight on 16 April 2014 to
allow for late delivery. Five responses were received after 16 April 2014 and were
not included in the analysis. Further information on these five responses can be
found in section 6.5 of this report. One respondent, the Ministry of Defence,
responded before the start of consultation to state that they had no safeguarding
concerns regarding the project.

6.3

Feedback

6.3.1

During the eight-week consultation period, a total of 273 responses were received.
In some cases more than one response from an individual or organisation was
recorded and in other cases some consultees chose to submit a joint response.

6.3.2

Responses to the consultation were received in both Welsh and English. The
table below describes the breakdown of these response types.
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Table 6.1 – Summary of Stage 2 response numbers by method and language

6.3.3

Response type

Count

Online feedback form - English

71

Online feedback form - Welsh

3

Paper feedback form - English

104

Paper feedback form - Welsh

3

Letters and emails - English

92

Total

273

The table below summarises the total responses received by WPD from each
different stakeholder type (prescribed consultees, local authorities, elected
representatives and the public) during Stage 2 Consultation.

Table 6.2 – Summary of Stage 2 response numbers by stakeholder
Stakeholder type

Count

Prescribed consultees

22

Local authority officers

2

Elected representatives
(MPs, AMs and local authority members)

13

Community councils

9

Members of the public

209

Other organisations

18
Total 273

6.3.4

As part of the analysis of the consultation responses, the key themes and issues
raised by respondents were identified. Key messages and specific points of detail
were then captured, reported and considered by WPD in developing its proposals
for the project.

6.3.5

The main themes raised by respondents are summarised below along with the
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regard that WPD has had for those issues. Full details of responses received
along with the regard that WPD had for those responses can be found in
Appendix 6.2, the Interim Consultation Report (August 2014), Chapter 8.
Opposition to overhead lines and a preference for the whole route to be
placed underground so as to minimise landscape and visual impact.
6.3.6

As part of the review of the strategic options for the connection, placing the whole
connection underground had already been considered and evaluated. There had
been no change in National Policy Statements, specifically EN-5, or legislation
with regard to the licenced obligations for distribution network operators so WPD
concluded that this technology could not be adopted for the entire connection.

6.3.7

In line with commitments made during the first two stages of consultation, WPD
then reviewed the appropriateness of undergrounding each alignment option
within the five sections. This assessment was published in the Route Alignment
Selection Report (August 2014) (Volume 6.4 of the DCO application)

6.3.8

WPD concluded that placing the connection underground across the designated
landscapes of the Towy Valley (B1) and parts of the Cothi Valley was justified and
would avoid substantial adverse impacts on those landscapes.
Too much emphasis being put on the cost of undergrounding by WPD and
the preservation of the landscape and views should be more important than
cost.

6.3.9

WPD considered that in order to comply with national policy on the construction of
electricity networks and for it to meet its obligation to provide an efficient,
coordinated and economic connection, the cost of the new 132kV connection had
to be a key consideration. WPD therefore concluded that the preferred
engineering solution was for a new 132kV connection that is predominantly an
overhead line route with short sections of underground cable.

6.3.10

National policy (NPS EN-5) states that the use of overhead lines is not
incompatible with the developer’s statutory duty to preserve amenity and mitigate
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impacts.
6.3.11

Nevertheless, WPD concluded that placing the connection underground across the
designated landscapes of the Towy Valley and parts of the Cothi Valley was
justified and would allow it to comply with national policy and its licensed
obligations.
A fear that wood poles would be upgraded to steel pylons at some point in
the future.

6.3.12

WPD designed the route to match the capacity of the wind farms for which it has
offered connection agreements. This would involve the construction of a 132kV
wooden pole line. If permission to build the connection is granted, there is
currently no legislation in place which would allow WPD to change the construction
from wooden pole to steel pylons without additional consent. Any such change
would therefore require the submission of a new DCO application.
Conflict with the Holford Rules, in particular, rules 4 and 6.

6.3.13

Holford Rule 4 advises that tree and hill backgrounds should be chosen in
preference to sky backgrounds, wherever possible, and provides advice for when
crossing a ridge.

6.3.14

Holford Rule 6 advises that in country which is flat and sparsely planted, the high
voltage lines as far as possible should be independent of smaller lines, converging
routes, distribution poles and other masts, wires and cables, so as to avoid a
concatenation or ‘wirescape’.

6.3.15

Consideration of the Holford Rules has been a key influence in the methodology
employed by WPD in the selection of the preferred alignments, as detailed in
Table 9.1 Chapter 9 of the ES.

6.3.16

When choosing the alignment options, WPD had sought to route around rather
than over hill tops and take advantage of tree backgrounds, for example E2 ran up
the Cothi Valley whilst E3 took advantage of the forestry plantation of Graig-ddu as
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a background. WPD confirmed that a cumulative impact assessment of the
project would be undertaken. The methodology was set out within the Scoping
Report which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate in summer 2014
(Volume 6.4 of the DCO application) and was reported within the draft ES.
Presence of a helicopter landing site for Wales Air Ambulance.
6.3.17

The presence of the helicopter landing site which is used by the air ambulance
was brought to the attention of WPD during Stage 2 Consultation. The site was
mapped and was one factor in the decision to put the connection underground
across the Towy Valley and beyond the A485.
Concern over the visual impact of overhead lines on the landscape,
especially across the Towy Valley and Cothi Valley Special Landscape Areas
and near to footpaths.

6.3.18

WPD recognised that the Towy Valley and Cothi Valley are designated for their
landscape quality as locally designated SLAs. The environmental sensitivity of the
valleys was one of the factors which influenced WPD’s decision to underground
the connection across the Towy Valley and through parts of the Cothi Valley as a
means of mitigating impacts upon these designations.

6.3.19

As part of the preferred alignment, WPD selected a route through E4 and E5 as it
was felt that on balance this would have less of an impact on the SLA although
WPD acknowledged that care would need to be taken in determining the final
design.
Concern over the cumulative impact of overhead lines in areas where there
is already energy infrastructure, such as wind farms.

6.3.20

Wind farms and wind turbines which are planned but not built were considered as
part of the cumulative environmental assessment which WPD undertook once the
detailed routeing of the connection was known. WPD confirmed that in designing
the route, consideration would be given to the potential for significant landscape
effects arising from a combination of the connection and other planned
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infrastructure, such that the potential for significant cumulative effects should be
low.
6.3.21

The methodology was set out within the Scoping Report which was submitted to
the Planning Inspectorate in summer 2014 and was reported within the draft ES.
Concern over the health effects of overhead lines.

6.3.22

WPD confirmed that it follows the advice of independent experts and all existing
and proposed overhead lines and underground cables on its network are designed
and built to comply with the UK Government’s guidelines set by the Health
Protection Agency.

6.3.23

All WPD apparatus is constructed and operated within the parameters set out by
the Health and Safety Executive and in accordance with its regulatory obligations
as a licenced distribution network operator. The safety of local communities will
not be compromised during the design, construction or operation of the new
connection.
The applications to build wind farms and the electricity connection should
be considered at same time.

6.3.24

WPD acknowledged that it must comply with current planning and energy policy
and the delivery of policy is a question for the Welsh Government, the Department
of Energy and Climate Change and the Planning Inspectorate.

6.4

Conclusions and impact on the project

6.4.1

Following the detailed analysis and consideration of all relevant Stage 2
Consultation responses, together with technical and environmental consideration,
WPD took forward the following route alignment to connect the proposed wind
farms to the electricity network.
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Section A
6.4.2

In Section A WPD selected alignments A1, A3, A4 and A6.

6.4.3

Alignment option A1 was preferred to A2. The preference was informed by the
potential to follow lower ground (as recommended by NRW and CCC) thereby
avoiding potential impacts upon the River Towy SLA and registered Historic
Landscape. Comments had also been received from members of the public with
regard to the visibility of A2 from the Wales Coastal Path.

6.4.4

No issues or features were identified in alignment option A3 as a result of
consultation which prevented it being used as part of the connection.

6.4.5

Alignment option A4 was selected over A5 because it avoided the presence of two
settlements. The selection was informed by environmental considerations and
consultation responses received particularly from members of the public.

6.4.6

Within alignment option A6, WPD elected to go to the west of Tyllwyd-mawr Farm
although those respondents who stated a preference indicated that the eastern
alignment may be more appropriate. WPD considered that a route to the west
would minimise the crossing of high ground.
Section B

6.4.7

In Section B WPD responded to feedback regarding the sensitivity of the Towy
Valley and the presence of a helicopter landing site north east of Carmarthen and
chose to underground the connection from just south of the B4300 to a point north
of Carmarthen and to the west of the A485.
Section C

6.4.8

In Section C WPD selected alignments C1, C2, C4 and C6

6.4.9

Within alignment options C1 WPD took the decision to continue with the
connection underground as no suitable transition location could be identified within
C1.
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6.4.10

The choice of option C2 over C3 was informed by responses to consultation. Most
members of the public expressed their support or preference for alignment option
C2 over the alternative C3, mainly due to its lesser perceived impact on the
environment, local communities and tourism.

6.4.11

No issues or features were identified in alignment option C4 as a result of
consultation which prevented it being used as part of the connection.

6.4.12

Alignment option C6 was selected over C5 although it was necessary to avoid two
fishing ponds at the southern end of C6, near Pontarsais, so the southern part of
C5 was used. The choice was informed by responses from NRW and CCC which
recorded that the topography is such that landscape impacts could be minimised.
WPD did however note CCC’s view that C5 was preferable on ecological grounds.
Members of the public made little comment on either option (two responses
referred to C5 and one response to C6).
Section D

6.4.13

In Section D, with a connection to Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm no longer needed,
alignment options D1 and D3 were the only two alignments required to connect the
two remaining wind farms. No issues or features were identified within these
alignment options as a result of consultation which would prevent them from being
used as part of the connection.
Section E

6.4.14

In Section E WPD selected alignment options E1, E2, E4, E5, E6 and E8.

6.4.15

Section E was subsequently removed from the Proposed Development following
the request by RWE to place the proposed connection to Brechfa Forest East
Wind Farm on hold.

6.4.16

The map showing the alignments selected following Stage 2 Consultation
(including the preferred alignment through section E) can be found in Appendix
6.3.
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6.5

Stage 2 responses not included in the Second Interim
Consultation Report

6.5.1

Following the publication of the Second Interim Consultation Report
(August 2014), WPD identified six consultation responses which were received
within the consultation period, but were not transferred immediately for analysis
and as such were not included in the Second Interim Consultation Report. These
responses consisted of five from members of the public and one from a community
group.

6.5.2

The feedback forms were however reviewed individually to ensure that all
comments contained within the feedback could be considered in the decision
making process. It was determined that all comments and feedback had already
been raised and that no new information came out of the six feedback forms which
would affect the decisions being made. The six responses are summarised below.

6.5.3

One respondent raised concerns regarding alignment option A1 due to its
proximity to their private land and property. They noted that this would not be a
suitable location for erecting overhead poles given the local ground conditions and
the potential increase of groundwater levels.

6.5.4

Apart from impacts on groundwater and watercourses identified in specific
locations, the same respondent noted the potential impact of the connection on
biodiversity and wildlife, including newts.

6.5.5

One respondent expressed support for alignment option A4 over the alternative
A5, and noted existing nearby gas and water pipelines, as well as overhead lines
that may impede the connection. They also noted the potential impact on
agricultural activities within alignment option A5. The same respondent raised
concerns over local ground conditions and the proximity of alignment option A5 to
populated areas such as Idole, Pentrepoeth and Croesyceiliog. Another concern
raised was related to the cumulative visual impact of pylons on a specific
viewpoint.
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6.5.6

One respondent noted that they had no objection to alignment option A5, with the
caveat that overhead lines should avoid crossing the land included in CCC’s local
housing development plan.

6.5.7

Another respondent stated their preference for alignment option A5 but noted that
should alignment option A4 be chosen, then this should run along an alternative
route to avoid high ground and minimise the visual impact.

6.5.8

The same respondent raised concerns over the surrounding landscape and views,
stating that the view from the Preseli Hills to the Towy Valley, and beyond to the
Rhydargaeau Hills, should be preserved. They also expressed concern about
environmental impacts on land managed under Glastir or other agri-environmental
schemes such as Tir Gofal and noted the potential impact on water courses and
woodlands on their land.

6.5.9

In the response submitted by Abergwili Recreation Club, they focused on the
impact of overhead lines passing through a field used for recreation activities
including sports such as football and rounders. The respondent also expressed
concerns related to health and safety and noted that overhead power lines would
be a safety hazard for children playing in the area.

6.5.10

Impacts on quality of life and community activities were also mentioned as a
concern. Abergwili Recreation Club noted that their recreation field was
purchased with public money and volunteers worked hard to maintain the site,
therefore it should be protected. They also expressed support for underground
cables and highlighted the overall impact on the local community if overhead lines
were to be placed on their recreation field.

6.5.11

Only one respondent commented on Section C and its alignment option C4. They
raised concerns over its proximity to their private property and the impact this
might have on their property’s value. Visual impacts were also mentioned as a
concern, with the respondent suggesting an alternative route away from populated
areas.
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6.6

Correspondence received between Stage 2 and Stage 3
consultation

6.6.1

Between the close of Stage 2 Consultation (Friday, 11 April 2014) and the
beginning of Stage 3 Consultation (Friday, 28 November 2014), 21 pieces of
correspondence were received. These were reviewed, analysed and responded
to separately.

6.6.2

During this period, one statutory consultee, National Grid, sent an identical
response to their subsequent Stage 3 Consultation response so it has been
reported on in Chapter 11.

6.7

Scoping opinion

6.7.1

In July 2014, following completion of stages 1 and 2 of pre-application
consultation, WPD submitted a request for a Scoping Opinion to the Planning
Inspectorate, acting on behalf of the Secretary of State. This request was made
under Regulation 8 of the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009 and was accompanied by a Scoping Report and a
notification of WPD’s intention to voluntarily submit a full ES, thereby removing the
need for a screening opinion.

6.7.2

A copy of the request for a Scoping Opinion from the Secretary of State along with
the Scoping Report can be found in Volume 6.4 of the DCO application.

6.7.3

A Scoping Opinion was received from the Planning Inspectorate on behalf of the
Secretary of State on 21 August 2014 which provided commentary from the
Secretary of State on the proposed scope of the EIA. Volume 6.4 of the ES
provides further information on the Scoping Opinion and the responses received
from consultation bodies in relation to the scope of the ES.
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7

Stage 3 statutory consultation under Section 42 of
the Act

7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

This chapter of the Consultation Report sets out the activities carried out by WPD
to comply with its duty to consult under Section 42 of the Act. It provides the
information relevant to statutory Section 42 consultation as required in the
Consultation Report under sections 37(7)(b) and 37(7)(c) of the Act and the
relevant parts of the Planning Inspectorate and the Department of Communities
and Local Government guidance on pre-application consultation.

7.2

Duty to consult under Section 42

7.2.1

Section 42(1) of the Act states the applicant must consult the following about the
proposed application:
(a) such persons as may be prescribed;
(b) each local authority that is within Section 43;
(c) the Greater London Authority if the land is in Greater London; and
(d) each person who is within one or more of the categories set out in Section 44.

7.2.2

For the purposes of Section 42(1)(a) of the Act, the persons prescribed are those
listed in column 1 of the table in Schedule 1 to the Infrastructure Planning
(Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (the APFP
Regulations).

7.2.3

Section 42(1)(b) local authorities are defined as those within which the land to
which the Proposed Development relates is located (referred to as Section 43(1)
local authorities). It also includes those local authorities that share a boundary
with that authority (referred to as Section 43(2) local authorities).
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7.2.4

Section 42(1)(d) persons within Section 44 of the Act are those persons who own,
lease, tenant or occupy land to which the Proposed Development relates (referred
to as Category 1 persons). It also includes those persons that are interested in the
land or has power to sell and convey the land or to release the land (referred to as
Category 2 persons). The third category is those persons entitled to make a
relevant claim if the order sought by the Proposed Development were to be made
and fully implemented (referred to as Category 3 persons).

7.2.5

Section 42 of the Act states that there is a duty on WPD, as the developer, to
notify Section 42 consultees of the deadline for receipt of comments to the
consultation (Section 45(1)). This must be a minimum of 28 days, commencing on
the day after the day on which the person receives the consultation documents
(Section 45(2)). It also states that consultation material must be supplied to the
consultee by WPD for the purposes of the consultation (Section 45(3)).

7.3

Duty to notify the Planning Inspectorate of the proposed
application under Section 46

7.3.1

Under Section 46 of the Act, WPD was required to notify the Secretary of State of
the application. It was also a requirement that the Planning Inspectorate be
supplied with the same information as was used for Section 42 consultation
(Section 46(1)).

7.3.2

The Act states that this must be done on or before commencing consultation under
Section 42.

7.3.3

WPD wrote to the Planning Inspectorate, acting on behalf of the Secretary of
State, on 26 November 2014 setting out its intention under Section 46 to submit an
application for a DCO. A copy of the Section 46 notice to the Planning
Inspectorate can be found in Appendix 7.1. Included with the letter was a disk
containing all consultation materials sent to Section 42 consultees. An
acknowledgement receipt of the Section 46 notification was received from the
Planning Inspectorate on 24 December 2014 and a copy of the letter can be seen
in Appendix 7.2.
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7.4

Identifying Section 42 consultees

7.4.1

As part of Section 42 consultation WPD invited responses from all those statutory
consultees that had previously been involved in stages 1 and 2 of the consultation
process. This list of consultees was principally derived from the prescribed
consultees listed in column 1 of the table in Schedule 1 to the Infrastructure
Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (the
APFP Regulations).

7.4.2

The list of statutory consultees was added to as the project progressed and led to
several non-prescribed consultees being included in Section 42 consultation, for
example, RAF Search and Rescue, Red Kite Trust and Wales Air Ambulance.

7.4.3

The list of consultees was then compared against the list of prescribed consultees
provided by the Planning Inspectorate when issuing its Scoping Opinion in August
2014, to ensure that there were no omissions.

7.4.4

Under Section 43 of the Act, WPD also carried out Section 42 consultation with the
local authority affected by the Proposed Development and also the five
neighbouring authorities. The Proposed Development lies within one local
authority, CCC. The five local authorities with a boundary to CCC were:

7.4.5



Ceredigion County Council;



City and Council of Swansea;



Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council;



Pembrokeshire County Council; and



Powys County Council.

In order to comply with Section 44 of the Act, WPD carried out Section 42
consultation with all PILs affected by the Proposed Development. WPD identified
these PILs by carrying out detailed land referencing which included land registry
searches, requests for information and one to one meetings with landowners,
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tenants and land agents. All PILs identified during this land referencing were
invited to the statutory consultation events held in December 2014 and
January 2015.
7.4.6

A full list of the prescribed consultees to which Section 42 consultation packs were
sent can be found at Appendix 7.3.

7.5

Consultation activity

7.5.1

On Wednesday, 26 November 2014 WPD wrote to all prescribed consultees, local
authorities, PILs and non-statutory consultees to inform them of the start of
statutory consultation, to invite them to attend public consultation events and to
invite them to provide feedback on the Proposed Development and the PEI in the
form of a draft ES. Included with the letter was a copy of the consultation invitation
leaflet and a disk containing the draft ES and a non-technical summary version of
the draft ES in both Welsh and English.

7.5.2

Shortly after the start of consultation it was recognised by WPD that although the
draft ES contained detailed plans of the Proposed Development, Section 42
consultees might prefer to have access to higher resolution A1 maps as separate
PDF files. For this reason, on Wednesday, 03 December 2014 WPD sent an
additional disk containing the detailed plans to all Section 42 consultees.

7.5.3

The letters sent out by WPD to Section 42 consultees gave the deadline for the
receipt of responses to consultation as midnight on Friday, 16 January 2015. This
provided a 50-day consultation period from the start date of Friday,
28 November 2014 which was the same timescale as that provided for Section 47
consultation.

7.5.4

Copies of all bilingual letter templates sent to Section 42 consultees can be seen
in Appendix 7.4.

7.5.5

All letters to Section 42 consultees were sent by Royal Mail Recorded Delivery
and a copy of the delivery log can be seen in Appendix 7.5.
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7.5.6

Prior to the start of statutory consultation, WPD’s land agents, Freedom, wrote to
all known landowners and PILs to request any additional information about their
land holding which WPD may not have been aware of. As a result of this, new
PILs, such as tenants and mortgage providers, were identified. WPD then wrote
to these new PILs to inform them of statutory consultation, to invite them to attend
public consultation events and to invite them to provide feedback on the Proposed
Development and the PEI in the form of a draft ES.

7.5.7

WPD continued this process of inviting newly identified PILs to participate in
statutory consultation beyond the formal close of consultation.

All newly identified

PILs were given a minimum of 28 days to respond. The last invitation to statutory
consultation was issued on 09 February 2015 and all responses received after the
close of consultation are reported in Chapter 14 of this report.
7.5.8

A copy of the template letter used to invite newly identified PILs to take part in
statutory consultation can be seen in Appendix 7.6.

7.6

Change requests

7.6.1

The land referencing process included one to one on-site meetings with PILs and
land agents, some of which took place prior to the start of consultation. At these
meetings, individual PILs were shown the sections of the proposed route which
affected their land. They were asked if there were any existing features on or in
the land which WPD needed to take into account and if any specific agricultural
use of the land needed to be considered. As a result of these meetings several
PILs asked for modifications to be made to the route where it passed through their
land. These proposed modifications were recorded by WPD as change requests.

7.6.2

WPD recorded a total of 57 change requests as a result of discussions with PILs
and land agents on the proposed route, which was the subject of consultation.
Additional requests were also received prior to finalising the proposed route,
including some requests relating to the connection to Brechfa Forest East Wind
Farm. As this part of the original proposed connection has been removed from the
project, these requests are not included within this number.
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7.6.3

The change requests collected by WPD have not been included or counted as
consultation responses but they were considered alongside the relevant
consultation responses when the route of the Proposed Development was
reviewed and finalised at a project workshop on 28 and 29 January 2015.

7.6.4

Change requests began to be recorded in June 2014 and have continued through
to the point when the design was finalised at the project workshop in
January 2015. In addition to change requests from PILs, two change requests
were received from NRW and one from South Wales Trunk Road Agency
(SWTRA).

7.6.5

All change requests from PILs, NRW and SWTRA along with the regard that WPD
has had for these requests can be seen in Appendix 7.7.
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8

Stage 3 statutory consultation under Section 47 of
the Act

8.1

Introduction

8.1.1

This chapter of the Consultation Report sets out the activities carried out by WPD
to comply with its duty to consult under Section 47 of the Act. Before starting
statutory consultation WPD published a SoCC setting out how it intended to
consult people living in the vicinity of the land affected by the project. The SoCC
was published on 19 November 2014.

8.2

Duty to consult under Section 47

8.2.1

Under Section 47(1) of the Act, WPD was required to prepare a SoCC which set
out how it intended to consult the local community on the Proposed Development.
In developing the SoCC there was a duty on WPD to consult the local authority in
respect of the content of the SoCC (Section 47(2)) because its knowledge of the
local area might have influenced decisions on the geographical extent of
consultation and the methods that would be most effective in the local
circumstances.

8.2.2

Section 47 of the Act states that the local authority should provide a response on
the content of the SoCC within a 28-day period (commencing on the day after the
day on which the local authority receives the request for comments). The Act also
states that WPD must have regard to any response provided by the local authority
that is received within that 28-day period.

8.2.3

Once the SoCC has been finalised, the Act states that a notice publicising the
SoCC must be published in a newspaper circulating in the vicinity of the Proposed
Development site (Section 47(6)(a)) and that WPD must carry out consultation in
accordance with the proposals set out in the SoCC (Section 47(7)).
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8.3

Statement of Community Consultation

8.3.1

In June 2014 WPD held early discussions with CCC’s Planning Services regarding
the content of the draft SoCC. It was agreed that WPD would issue a working
draft version for the council’s development management officer to provide informal
comments on. These initial comments were received on 09 July 2014 and taken
into account when the SoCC was finalised and issued to the council for formal
consultation under Section 47 of the Act.

8.3.2

WPD issued the draft SoCC to CCC for formal consultation on 01 September
2014. CCC were given 28 days to provide comments in accordance with Section
47(3) of the Act and a copy of the email to the local authority requesting their
feedback on the SoCC and its written response can be seen in Appendix 8.1.

8.3.3

The council’s comments on the draft SoCC were endorsed by the planning
committee on 11 September 2014 and on 15 September 2014 the council
provided its written response to WPD. A copy of the response from CCC with its
comments on the draft SoCC can be seen in Appendix 8.2.

8.3.4

A summary of the key comments made by the local authority along with how WPD
had regard to those comments can be seen in the table below. A copy of this
table was issued to the local authority on 03 October 2014 to inform it as to how its
comments had been incorporated into the SoCC.
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Table 8.1 – SoCC comments from CCC and WPD’s response
Carmarthenshire County Council
observation

Western Power Distribution response

At 6.1 reference is made to the
Infrastructure Planning
(Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009.
These have now been replaced
by the 2012 regulations.

It is WPD’s understanding that the 2012
Regulations amend the 2009
Regulations, they do not replace them.
WPD has therefore reworded the relevant
sentence to read:
“WPD will therefore carry out an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
and will submit a full Environmental
Statement as part of its application for
development consent in accordance with
the Infrastructure Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2009, as amended.”

It is advised that a full list of
those bodies and organisations
referred to in 9.2.1 is provided in
the Appendix of the SoCC so that
people living in the area are fully
aware of who will be consulted.

The SoCC has been updated to include
appendices listing the bodies and
organisations being consulted during
Stage 3 Consultation

The council publishes its own
community newspaper which is
distributed to households in the
county. The applicant should
consider publishing adverts and
media coverage of the proposal
and SoCC here.

The SoCC has been updated and the
relevant section now reads:
“Adverts and media coverage in local
newspapers (the Carmarthen Journal and
the Llanelli Star) and community
newsletters, including the local authority’s
community newspaper4, to publicise
consultation and events”

4

The local authority community newsletter, Carmarthen News, is published quarterly and because of the deadline
dates for adverts it was not possible to advertise statutory consultation in that publication. The SoCC was revised to
reflect this prior to being publis hed and CCC were advised by email on 12 November 2014. A copy of the email can be
found at Appendix 8.3.
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Carmarthenshire County Council
observation

Western Power Distribution response

The applicant should carefully
consider the timing of its 35 day
formal consultation period. It is
noted that it is likely to take place
across November and December,
however, if this period coincides
or overlaps with the Christmas
holiday period, people may not
have sufficient time to assess
and comment on the technical
information supporting the
application. In this event the
applicant should consider
extending the consultation
period.

WPD agrees with this observation and if
the consultation runs over Christmas then
the 35 days will not include the two week
Christmas period and will therefore run
for seven weeks, or 50 days.

Electronic copies of the
application project documents
(i.e. CD format) should be made
available upon request,
especially for people who are
unable to view hard copy formats
or are unable to download the
documents over the internet due
to variable broadband speeds.

The SoCC has been updated and the
relevant section now reads:

The SoCC should provide
sufficient detail of the project,
referring to both positive and
negative aspects of the scheme
so as to encourage participation
in the process.

WPD believes that the SoCC currently
provides sufficient detail on the project
and in Chapter 5 it describes the positive
and negative effects of the scheme.
WPD is concerned that if greater detail is
provided then consultees may be misled
into commenting on the SoCC rather than
the consultation materials.

Hard to reach groups such as the
elderly and disabled may request
face to face meetings to discuss
the project. WPD are advised to
make themselves available for
this form of public engagement.
This commitment should be
reflected in the SoCC.

WPD is committed to making the
consultation as open and accessible as
possible and with this in mind the
Summary of commitments in Chapter 10
have been updated with a new bullet
point which reads:

“The Electronic copies of all project
materials and reports will be made
available to consultees on disk.”

“We will, where appropriate, help those
individuals who are less mobile with travel
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Carmarthenshire County Council
observation

Western Power Distribution response
arrangements to attend events and, if
necessary, make alternative
arrangements for them to find out about
the project and provide feedback.”

Summaries of technical
The project team will be mindful of this
information should provide a mix observation when drafting non-technical
of text and visual interpretation in summary documents.
order to effectively summarise
the proposal along with its
positive and negative impacts. In
these documents reference
should be made to where in the
main documents more
information can be obtained
regarding project issues and
impacts.
Businesses as well as
households within the 3km
consultation zone should be
consulted. This should be made
clear in the SoCC.

This has now been clarified and the
footnote on page 20 now reads:
“This will involve members of the public
potentially affected by the proposed
scheme at both residential and business
addresses within 3km of the proposed
scheme, and those who have previously
registered an interest.”
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8.3.5

On Wednesday, 19 November 2014 WPD published its bilingual SoCC in
accordance with Section 47 of the Act.

8.3.6

A copy of the published SoCC can be seen in Appendix 8.4.

8.3.7

Copies of the SoCC were made available for inspection at five information points
located along the route of the Proposed Development. The locations were:

8.3.8



Carmarthenshire County Council Offices, Carmarthen;



Carmarthen Library, Carmarthen;



Penbontbren Stores, Llanpumsaint;



Gwalia Garage, Llanllawddog; and



Peniel Community School, Peniel.

The copies of the SoCC for the information points were hand delivered and each
venue was supplied with A4 sized bilingual posters to publicise that a copy of the
SoCC was available to inspect. A copy of the poster used to publicise the SoCC
can be seen in Appendix 8.5.

8.3.9

In order to publicise the SoCC and where it could be inspected, a notice was
placed in two local and regional newspapers on Wednesday, 19 November 2014.
These newspapers were The Carmarthen Journal and The Llanelli Star. A copy of
the notice can be seen in Appendix 8.5 and scans of the published notice can be
seen in Appendix 8.7.

8.3.10

The bilingual SoCC was also published in the Library section of the project website
on Wednesday, 19 November 2014 and a link from the news page of the website
set up. Screenshots of the relevant web pages can be seen in Appendix 8.8.

8.3.11

WPD also issued an update on Twitter to promote the location of the SoCC on the
website. A copy of this Twitter update can be seen in Appendix 8.9.
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8.4

Consultation activity

8.4.1

Statutory consultation under Section 47 of the Act began on Friday,
28 November 2014 and ran for 50 days, closing at midnight on Friday,
16 January 2015. The following section sets out how Section 47 consultation was
carried out. It details the information that was sent to consultees, the public
exhibitions that were held, the information points used and the publicity used to
make communities aware of the consultation.

8.4.2

A table setting out how the Section 47 consultation was carried out in accordance
with the published SoCC can be seen in Appendix 8.10.

8.5

Publicising consultation
Invitation letters/emails

8.5.1

As set out in the SoCC, WPD sent bilingual consultation invitation leaflets to all
residential and business properties within a 3km consultation zone of the route of
the Proposed Development. In order to identify all residential and business
properties within 3km of the route of the Proposed Development, the 3km
consultation zone was digitally overlaid on a Royal Mail postcode map of the area.
WPD were able to identify all postcode areas which were affected by the
consultation zone. All postal addresses within the postcodes which were either
wholly or partly within the consultation zone were included in the mail-out
database. The total number of properties identified through this process was
8,843.

8.5.2

The colour A1 leaflet included a map of the full route split over the two sides of the
leaflet along with information about the project, the consultation events, the
information points and how to provide feedback. The leaflets were sent out by first
class post in clear plastic bags to help distinguish them from unsolicited mail.

8.5.3

A copy of the consultation invitation leaflet can be seen in Appendix 8.11.

8.5.4

WPD also sent an invitation leaflet along with a covering letter to elected
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representatives whose constituency was affected by the 3km consultation zone.
This included members of parliament, assembly members, regional assembly
members, members of the European Parliament and local ward councillors. The
covering letter also offered all elected representatives a one to one briefing on the
project and proposed route. WPD did not receive any requests for a briefing from
any of the 24 elected representatives contacted.
8.5.5

All letters were sent by Royal Mail first class post. Copies of the letter templates
issued to elected representatives can be seen in Appendix 8.12.

8.5.6

The list of those elected representatives written to as part of statutory consultation
can be seen in Appendix 8.13.

8.5.7

WPD wrote to the 31 community groups, interest groups, local amenity user
groups and representative bodies previously engaged with to invite them to take
part in statutory consultation. For those organisations with known postal
addresses, WPD sent an invitation leaflet by Royal Mail first class post. For those
organisations with only a known email address, an electronic copy of the invitation
leaflet was sent on the first day of consultation.

8.5.8

A list of the community groups, interest groups, local amenity user groups and
representative bodies contacted as part of statutory consultation can be seen in
Appendix 8.14.

8.5.9

Since February 2014, members of the public had been able to register for updates
on the project through the WPD project website. At the start of statutory
consultation WPD sent an email to all those who had registered an interest in the
project, either through the website or over the phone, and invited them to take part
in statutory consultation. The email directed them to the project website for further
information and copies of consultation documents.
Newspaper adverts

8.5.10

In line with the commitments set out in the SoCC, WPD placed full page bilingual
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colour adverts in the Carmarthen Journal and the Llanelli Star on Wednesday,
26 November 2014 to publicise the start of statutory consultation. The
advertisements provided information on the public exhibitions, the information
points and how people could contact WPD and provide feedback.
8.5.11

A copy of the public consultation advertisement can be seen in Appendix 8.15.

8.5.12

Scans of the published advertisements as they appeared in the newspapers can
be seen in Appendix 8.16.
Posters

8.5.13

WPD also sent out printed A4 copies of the public consultation advertisement as
posters to community council clerks, schools and village halls so that they could
be placed on community noticeboards. A copy of the covering letter that
accompanied the poster can be seen in Appendix 8.17.

8.5.14

Posters were sent out for use on noticeboards at 12 village halls, 13 local primary
schools and to 12 community council clerks.

8.5.15

The list of the locations and community council clerks written to can be seen in
Appendix 8.18.
Website

8.5.16

A bilingual project website was set up prior to the start of Stage 1 Consultation in
summer 2013. The website content was updated regularly and for statutory
consultation the website provided:


information about the proposal and how WPD were going to deliver
consultation;



information about the technology options available to make the connection;



a library section where users could download copies of all published project
documents including the draft ES and the SoCC. Copies of the maps of the
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Proposed Development were also available to download;


a news page which provided regular updates regarding forthcoming events
and deadlines for consultation;



an interactive map which enabled user to enter their postal code and see
where, in relation to their property, the route of the Proposed Development
would go;



a section which provided answers to frequently asked questions about the
project;



a contact page which explained the different ways that WPD could be
contacted about the project and consultation; and



a link to an online feedback facility which allowed users to enter their comment
online.

8.5.17

Screen shots of the key pages which were updated for statutory consultation can
be seen in Appendix 8.19.
Press releases

8.5.18

As set out in the SoCC, WPD issued three separate press releases to the local
media. The first one was issued at the start of consultation and was sent to the
Carmarthen Journal, BBC Wales, the South Wales Echo, the Llanelli Star and the
Western Mail. A second press release was issued 10 days before the end of
consultation and was written to remind people that there were less than two weeks
left to provide feedback. A final press release was issued five days before the end
of consultation to remind people of the deadline for receipt of feedback by WPD.

8.5.19

Copies of all three press releases can be seen in Appendix 8.20.
Twitter

8.5.20

Social media post on Twitter were used to promote key milestones and website
updates. A list of all Twitter updates can be seen in Appendix 8.21.
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8.6

Consultation delivery
Public exhibitions

8.6.1

During the seven-week statutory consultation WPD held six public exhibitions at
five different venues along the route of the Proposed Development.

8.6.2

At every event at least one Welsh speaking member of the project team was
present to answer questions about the project and guide people through the
exhibition materials on hand.

8.6.3

Sign-in sheets were used at each exhibition and on arrival attendees were asked
to sign in. Redacted copies of these sign-in sheets can be seen in Appendix 8.22.

8.6.4

All exhibition materials and summaries of technical documents were provided in
Welsh and English.

8.6.5

Exhibition materials comprised:


13 information banners;



six A1 photomontage and viewpoint boards;



all chapters of the draft ES;



an interactive 3D computer model;



three sets of A1 plans of the route of the Proposed Development; and



a project video showing six different fly-through clips from key locations along
the route.

8.6.6

Materials available for attendees to take away with them comprised:


the Overview Report;



the invitation leaflet;



the leaflet on electric and magnetic fields;
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the Landowner Pack;



the Navigation Booklet;



the Feedback Forms with freepost envelope; and



the document disk containing all project documents published to date including
the draft ES.

8.6.7

The table below provides information on the dates, times and locations of the six
public exhibitions held.

Table 8.2 – Details of Stage 3 public exhibitions
Venue

Address

Date

Times

Llandyfaelog
Community Hall

Llandyfaelog,
SA17 5PA

Tuesday 9
December 2014

3pm to 8pm

Brechfa Village
Hall

Brechfa,
SA32 7RA

Wednesday 10
December 2014

3pm to 8pm

Peniel Community
School

Peniel,
Carmarthen,
SA32 7AB

Tuesday 16
December 2014

4.30pm to 8pm

St Peter’s Civic
Hall, Carmarthen

1 Nott Square,
Carmarthen,
SA31 1PG

Wednesday 17
December 2014

3pm to 8pm

Alltwalis
Community Centre

The Old School,
Alltwalis,
Carmarthen,
SA32 7EB

Friday 9 January
2015

3pm to 8pm

St Peter’s Civic
Hall, Carmarthen

1 Nott Square,
Carmarthen,
SA31 1PG

Saturday 10
January 2015

10am to 4pm

Information points
8.6.8

Information points were set up at five different locations along the route of the
Proposed Development for the duration of statutory consultation. These locations
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were:

8.6.9



Carmarthenshire County Council Offices, Carmarthen;



Carmarthen Library, Carmarthen;



Penbontbren Stores, Llanpumsaint;



Gwalia Garage, Llanllawddog; and



Peniel Community School, Peniel.

All information point venues displayed a poster to advertise that project documents
were available to view that that location. A copy of one of the information point
posters can be seen in Appendix 8.23.

8.6.10

All the documents and materials for each information point were contained within
large plastic boxes. These boxes and the posters were hand delivered to each
venue on Thursday, 27 November 2014.

8.6.11

Each box was labelled clearly to indicate the contents of the box, the documents
that were for inspection only and the materials that could be taken away.

8.6.12

8.6.13

The following materials were available to inspect at each location:


all chapters of the draft ES;



a sets of A3 plans of the route of the Proposed Development;

Copies of the following materials were available to be taken away at each location:


the Overview Report;



the invitation leaflet;



the leaflet on electric and magnetic fields;



the Feedback Form with freepost envelope;



the Navigation Booklet; and
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the document disk containing all project documents published to date including
the draft ES.

8.6.14

Throughout the seven-week consultation period checks were carried out on each
information point to ensure that all inspection documents were still present and
that sufficient copies of documents and materials to take away were available.

8.6.15

The dates when these checks were carried out are listed in Appendix 8.24.
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9

Statutory publicity under Section 48 of the Act

9.1

Introduction

9.1.1

This chapter of the Consultation Report sets out how WPD has complied with
Section 48 of the Act. It details why publicity of the Proposed Development is
required and what activity WPD carried out to deliver that publicity and have
regard for any responses received under Section 48 of the Act.

9.2

Duty to consult under Section 48

9.2.1

Under Section 48(1) of the Act WPD was required to publicise a proposed
application at the pre-application stage. Regulation 4 of the Infrastructure
Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (the
APFP Regulations) sets out how this publicity must be carried out, including what
the notice must include and when and where it must be published.

9.3

Notices published

9.3.1

To comply with the requirements of Section 48 of the Act, WPD published a notice
advertising its intention to apply for a DCO for the Proposed Development. The
publication dates and the deadline to respond to the notice were closely aligned
with consultation under sections 42 and 47 of the Act.

9.3.2

The local newspapers in which the notice was published for two consecutive
weeks on Wednesday, 26 November 2014 and Wednesday, 03 December 2014
were:

9.3.3



The Carmarthen Journal; and



The Llanelli Star.

The notice was also published in The Times and The London Gazette on Friday,
28 November 2014.
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9.3.4

A copy of the notice placed in each of the newspapers can be seen in Appendix
9.1. Copies of the scans of the notice as it appeared in each of the newspapers
can be seen in Appendix 9.2.

9.3.5

In accordance with Regulation 11 of the EIA Regulations, WPD also sent a copy of
the Section 48 notice to the prescribed consultation bodies (as defined under the
EIA Regulations) on 25 November 2014. A copy of the covering letter can be
seen in Appendix 9.3.

9.3.6

As stated in the Section 48 notice, the deadline to respond was Friday,
16 January 2015.
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10

Process for management of responses

10.1

Introduction

10.1.1

This chapter outlines how statutory consultation responses were received and
processed in preparation for analysis following the consultation period.

10.2

Processing responses and correspondence

10.2.1

All responses received via the freepost address and project email account were
individually logged, transcribed and entered into the analysis system and assigned
a unique reference number. All individuals and organisations that had submitted a
response were sent an email or letter to confirm receipt of their feedback.

10.2.2

A copy of the letter and email issued to confirm receipt can be seen in Appendix
10.1.

10.2.3

No Welsh language responses were received.

10.2.4

Responses received which did not raise issues in relation to the consultation were
categorised as null responses and not included in the analysis. During the
consultation period, a total of 64 records were categorised in this way. Null
responses included:


general enquiries;



duplicate submissions; and



meeting correspondence.

10.3

Quality assurance

10.3.1

The quality of the transcription process was controlled by a transcription
supervisor who reviewed a sample of the transcriptions.
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10.4

Responses received

10.4.1

During the consultation period, a total of 84 responses were received. In some
cases more than one response from an individual or organisation was recorded
and in other cases some consultees chose to submit a joint response.

10.5

Response types

10.5.1

The table below describes the breakdown of response types.

Table 10.1 – Summary of Stage 3 response numbers by method
Response type

Count

Online feedback form

17

Paper feedback form

27

Letters and emails - English

40

Total

84

10.6

Responses by stakeholder type

10.6.1

All responses were categorised in accordance with the Act. The table below
describes the breakdown of responses by the type of respondent and their
corresponding categorisation under the Act.
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Table 10.2 – Summary of Stage 3 response numbers by stakeholder
Stakeholder type

Planning Act
categorisation

Number of
responses

Community councils

Section 42 consultees

2

Statutory consultees

Section 42 consultees

14

Local authorities

Section 42/43 consultees

2

Persons with an interest in
the land (PILs)

Section 42/44 consultees

19

Elected representatives

Section 47/48 consultees

3

Members of the public

Section 47/48 consultees

39

Non-statutory organisations

Section 47/48 consultees

5

10.7

Late responses

10.7.1

Statutory consultation closed on 16 January 2015. Responses were accepted up
until the 21 January 2015 to allow for late postal delivery. At the time of writing,
two responses had been received after this date and have not been included in the
analysis for this report.

10.7.2

Of these late responses one was received on 02 February 2015 from a member of
the public and one from a PIL on 16 February 2015. The Act states that WPD is
required to give consultees a minimum of 28 days to respond to statutory
consultation. WPD carried out statutory consultation over a 50-day period and
believes that consultees were therefore given adequate opportunity to respond.

10.7.3

Although the two late responses were not included in the analysis for this report,
the responses were reviewed by the project team. As a result of this review, WPD
is satisfied that the late responses did not contain information which had not
already been included in other consultation responses or change requests. In
WPD’s opinion, the late responses would not therefore result in changes to the
Proposed Development.
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10.8

Process for analysis of responses

10.8.1

The approach used for analysis of responses was to organise and analyse the
issues raised in the consultation and then produce an easy-to-read report within
the constraints of the requirements of the Act. There were three distinct phases to
this analysis process, which were:


development of an analytical framework;



implementation of the analytical framework; and



reporting.

10.9

Development of an analytical framework

10.9.1

In order to analyse the consultation responses, including the variety of issues
raised and views expressed, an analytical framework was created. The purpose
of this framework was to enable WPD’s analysts to organise responses by key
themes and issues, so that both key messages and specific points of detail could
be captured, reported and considered by WPD in developing its proposals for the
project.

10.9.2

The process for developing this framework involved the preparation of an initial list
of anticipated themes and codes. Within each theme, codes were allocated to
specific issues raised within consultation responses. As the analysts reviewed the
responses, the different points, issues or concerns were identified and allocated
the relevant code.

10.9.3

These themes are shown in the table below and form the basic structure of this
report.
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Table 10.3 – Stage 3 response themes
Theme

Description

Consultation and
information



Comments about the consultation process



Requests for more information about the project
and the proposed connection

Cost



Comments and suggestions about the costs
associated with the preferred route and
technologies

Engineering, design
and construction



Comments about the viability of different
technology options and infrastructure



Comments about the electricity network, including
resilience



Comments about the construction process and
access to land

Environment



Comments about the natural and historic
environment, including the visual impact

Health and safety



Comments on designated sites such as SLAs



Comments about health and physical safety,
including accident risk and concerns regarding
electric and magnetic fields (EMFs)

Landowner issues



Comments related to land required for the
construction of the connection, including
easements, rights of access and compulsory
purchase orders

Location specific



Comments about particular towns, villages and
places of interest
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Policy, principles and
project case



Comments about WPD policy, such as principles
of connection design



National policy issues, including energy
generation

Reference



Comments on the project need case



Comments on specific sections of the draft ES,
specific sections of the route and specific poles, or
on other documents and policies

Routeing



Comments about where the connection should go,
both general principles and specifics

Socio-economic



Comments about potential impacts on local
economic activity and other socio-economic
factors

Other



Other information which did not raise issues
relating to the project

10.9.4

A total of 202 codes were identified, of which 36 referred to specific locations.

10.10 Implementation of the analytical framework
10.10.1 During the analysis process the responses were read and the relevant codes

applied to each comment. Where new issues arose which were not covered by
the existing codes new codes were created. The results of this analysis process
form the basis for the summary of responses presented in chapters 11 and 12.

10.11 Reporting
10.11.1 Once the process of analysing responses was completed a summary of the issues

was produced, the contents of which are contained within chapters 11 and 12 of
this report.
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10.11.2 The summary report provides a narrative overview of the issues raised, describing

in detail the themes and codes referred to in responses to the consultation. The
summary report is structured by the themes displayed in the table above (table
10.3). The narrative description of the issues raised in these chapters indicates
how many respondents raised specific concerns using phrases such as ‘many’ or
‘a few’ respondents. These phrases are only indicative and are not intended to
express clearly defined numbers.

10.12 Quality assurance: analysis and reporting
10.12.1 At the collation and analysis stage, a number of quality assurance procedures

were carried out. The analysis team held regular team meetings to discuss the
process and compare working notes to ensure a consistent and accurate
approach was taken by each analyst. Senior analysts reviewed the coding
regularly to ensure consistent application of the themes and codes. The coding
framework itself was regularly reviewed throughout the analysis period with input
from the WPD project team and the analysis team.
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11

Responses under Section 42 of the Act

11.1

Introduction

11.1.1

This chapter presents a summary of the responses from consultees defined under
Section 42 of the Act. This includes prescribed consultees, local authorities,
community councils and PILs.

11.1.2

Responses from consultees defined under Section 47 of the Act, including
members of the public, elected representatives and other non-statutory consultees
are presented in Chapter 12.

11.2

Summary of responses received

11.2.1

A total of 37 responses were received from 34 different Section 42 consultees, as
some consultees submitted more than one response. Presented below is a list of
prescribed consultees, local authorities and community councils which responded.

11.2.2

Fourteen prescribed consultees:


Bond Air Services;



Brecon Beacons National Park Authority;



Dyfed Archaeological Trust;



Ministry of Defence, Defence Infrastructure Organisation;



National Grid;



NATS;



Natural Resources Wales (NRW);



Network Rail;



Office of Rail Regulation;
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11.2.3



Public Health England;



RAF Search And Rescue Force;



The Coal Authority;



Welsh Government (incorporating Cadw); and



Western Power Distribution (operations).

One local authority:


11.2.4

Carmarthenshire County Council.

Two community councils:


Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council; and



Llanllawddog Community Council.

11.2.5

Nineteen responses were received from 17 PILs.

11.2.6

A table detailing all the responses received from Section 42 consultees, together
with the regard that WPD has had to those responses5 has been produced and
can be found in Appendix 11.1. The table also indicates whether the responses
have resulted in a change to the Proposed Development.

11.3

Summary of responses from prescribed consultees

11.3.1

This section of the report summarises responses from the 14 prescribed
consultees listed above. It is presented thematically and where respondents made
comments regarding specific sections of the route these have been highlighted.
Consultation and information

11.3.2

Comments from prescribed consultees regarding the consultation consisted of
suggestions for follow up activities, or recommendations of other organisations

5

Section 49 of the Planning Act 2008
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with whom WPD should consult. National Grid asked that the impact of the
connection upon any of its assets be considered in future documents including the
ES. Similarly the Welsh Government stated that it would welcome the opportunity
to comment on the ES. The Coal Authority noted that it would not be necessary to
consult with it further unless new data or information such as a revised Coal
Mining Risk Assessment is provided.
11.3.3

The Office of Rail Regulation recommended WPD consult with Network Rail and
First Great Western, while RAF Search and Rescue suggested that Bristow
Search and Rescue should be consulted.
Engineering, design and construction

11.3.4

Some respondents commented on the potential impact of the connection on
existing infrastructure assets. National Grid highlighted existing overhead
transmission lines running from Pembroke to Swansea and from Pembroke to
Walham, as well as a high pressure gas pipeline running from Herbrandston to
Felindre. For both the transmission lines and the gas pipeline, it indicated a
number of regulations that should be adhered to should WPD work in the same
location, or in instances where the proposed connection would impact upon their
operation. Network Rail and the Office for Rail Regulation both commented that
the proposed route does not affect the operation of mainline rail network, nor any
associated infrastructure. NRW asked for clarity on whether access routes were
permanent or temporary.

11.3.5

On the design of the connection, the Welsh Government noted that for the
overhead sections of the route, single pole construction is the least visibly intrusive
technology.

11.3.6

“For the remainder of the connection we note the emphasis on the least visually
intrusive single pole construction.” (The Welsh Government)

11.3.7

The Ministry of Defence noted that it had no safeguarding objections to the
proposal. WPD reviewed the proposals with regard to its existing network and
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supporting business divisions. Both WPD and the Coal Authority noted that that
they have no concerns regarding the proposals.
Environment
11.3.8

The Welsh Government (incorporating Cadw) and Dyfed Archaeological Trust both
made comments regarding the potential impact of the connection on the cultural
heritage of the area. Both agreed that the appropriate methodology was used in
assessing the impact on the historic environment and that there would be no
significant impacts on the historic environment as a result of the connection.

11.3.9

The Welsh Government agreed with the assessment that no designated
monuments would be adversely affected by the proposals. It noted that a number
of undesignated monuments had been identified and that appropriate mitigation
had been proposed to protect them. It also observed that no direct impacts on
listed buildings had been identified and that there would be negligible impact upon
the setting of the Church of St Maelog in Llangyfaelog. Dyfed Archaeological
Trust recognised that while the historic environment assessment had found no
known archaeology in the area, there remains the possibility that unrecorded
remains may be discovered or disturbed.

11.3.10 Both the Welsh Government and Dyfed Archaeological Trust highlighted the Towy

Valley Landscape of Outstanding Historic Interest as of particular importance. The
Welsh Government noted that the potential impact upon the Towy Valley had been
reduced from significant to minor by the decision to underground the connection in
Section B. Dyfed Archaeological Trust suggested that the construction phase
would have a physical effect on the historical environment as a result of installing
the overhead cables, laying of the underground cables and the temporary removal
of field boundaries. It suggested that mitigation measures would need to be
agreed prior to work commencing.
11.3.11 NRW commented on the impact of the project on the environment. Many of its

comments related to documents submitted as part of the final application for
development consent, including the Habitat Regulation Assessment, Construction
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Environment Management Plan, Waste Management Plan, Pollution Prevention
Plan, Water Management Plan, Emergency Response Plan and Invasive Species
Plan. While these documents had not yet been provided for comment, NRW
highlighted additional information it would wish to see in them. It also stated that it
would want to review these documents before the final submission in order to
provide a fully informed view of the project.
11.3.12 The potential impacts upon a number of European Protected Species including

bats, dormice and otters were of interest to NRW. It made a number of
observations regarding the assessment methodology used to determine the
presents of bats. It suggested that the significance of pre-existing records should
have been considered and presented alongside the assessment. It also
questioned some aspects of bat surveys, including the site-survey selection
process and survey timings. It recommended that more justification of the chosen
methodology should be presented within the final ES. Regarding the construction
related impacts on bats, NRW agreed with the approach taken by WPD in
minimising these impacts.
11.3.13 “We therefore concur with Paragraph 10.9.22 and Table A1 of the Bat Technical

Report (Appendix 10.1) regarding pre-felling checks.” (NRW)
11.3.14 Regarding dormice surveys, NRW suggested that the assumptions as to their

presence or absence is not made clear in the draft ES.
11.3.15 “It is not clear whether any areas have been identified where dormouse presence

has been assumed.” (NRW)
11.3.16 It suggested that a more detailed explanation of the methodology should be

provided. It also suggested that more clarity is needed on the linkages between
pre-existing records and the proposed working area. It also made a number of
suggestions for how information on dormice surveys could have been better
presented within the draft ES.
11.3.17 NRW noted that the draft ES found evidence of an otter resting place and
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evidence of otter movements throughout nearby watercourses. It suggested that
the final ES should set out the likely impact on otters and suggested some
appropriate working protocols that should be adopted in order to mitigate
construction related impacts.
11.3.18 Some concerns and suggestions were raised by NRW regarding the impact of the

project on hedgerows. It suggested that the ES should provide clarity on whether
poles are likely to be located within hedgerows, as well as the width of land that
would be cleared within hedgerows and woodland areas to accommodate
overhead lines. It also suggested that the ES should include plans for monitoring
re-planted vegetation to address any unsuccessful establishment.
11.3.19 NRW also suggested that where hedgerow removal or maintenance would be

required, translocation of hedgerows rather than removal should be considered.
For hedgerows that would require pruning, NRW suggested layering as an
alternative to improve wildlife habitats and reducing maintenance costs. In general
NRW also suggested that the ES should incorporate a comprehensive strategy for
vegetation removal, reinstatement and aftercare.
11.3.20 On the subject of replanting, National Grid suggested that where vegetation is

planted in the vicinity of existing overhead lines, that this should comprise slow
and low growing species.
11.3.21 NRW noted that the construction of the overhead line would result in the loss of up

to 10 hectares (ha) of forest and suggested that given the scale of the loss, clear
justification should be given for the need to fell this many trees.
11.3.22 Regarding the impact of the connection on watercourses, NRW supported the

mitigation measures for watercourse crossing points, however, it noted that one
pole appears to be sited in very close proximity to the Nant Felys and suggested
that a 7m buffer zone should be implemented from the top of the river bank.
11.3.23 Regarding the impact of the connection on sensitive habitats, NRW noted two of

particular interest, the marshy grassland near Alltwalis and blanket bog west of
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Rhydargaeau. While it accepted the mitigation measures proposed for these
areas, it suggested that more justification should be given for why these areas
cannot be avoided.
11.3.24 NRW made some comments specifically on the impact of the project on hydrology.

Regarding flooding, it noted that there would be no impact and therefore there
would be no need to produce a Flood Consequences Assessment. In discussing
the crossing of the River Towy, NRW welcomed the proposed approach and
suggested that the draft ES had adequately assessed the hydrological constraints.
It also welcomed the mitigation measures outlined, however it did comment on
elements of the construction of the connection. It commented on the storage, use
and disposal of chemicals used during the drilling process, as well as the
management of the mud pit associated with drilling activities, and recommend that
these details be clearly detailed in future documents. It also noted that stone dust
from open cut trenches could cause water pollution. For this reason it suggested
that WPD monitor weather conditions and give consideration to shorter trench
lengths. It also made a number of suggestions for environmental management
practices to be used when felling trees to protect surrounding watercourses.
11.3.25 Other comments from NRW on mitigation and enhancement noted that there was

no provision for ecological enhancement within the draft ES and made the
suggestion that the final ES should identify opportunities for this.
11.3.26 Brecon Beacons National Park Authority (BBNPA) and NRW discussed the

potential impact of the connection on designated sites. BBNPA noted that the
proposals would have no detrimental impact in the National Park. NRW identified
the potential for impact on the River Towy Special Area of Conservation (SAC). It
suggested that the Habitat Regulation Assessment should include all features that
had been screened out of the assessment, as well as effects on any areas
hydrologically connected to the River Towy, to ensure that there is no significant
effect on the SAC.
11.3.27 NRW also noted that in its view, due to the scale of the proposed work, an
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ecological clerk of work should oversee the entire scheme.
11.3.28 Concerning the visual and landscape effects of the connection, NRW noted in its

response that the assessment methodology was in line with current guidance and
that its previous recommendations had been incorporated. It also agreed with the
assumption made by WPD that the Proposed Developments would be a
permanent feature, which resulted in decommissioning being considered out of
scope for the draft ES. It did note however that the potential reversibility of effects
had been considered within the draft ES. On the cumulative impact of the
connection with existing overhead lines, NRW highlighted its view that these
impacts could have been understated in the draft ES.
Health and safety
11.3.29 On the subject of health, Public Health England stated that it was satisfied that

public health had been adequately addressed and that suitable mitigation had
been proposed. National Grid in its response highlighted a number of safety
policies and guidance documents which WPD should follow when working in the
vicinity of existing overhead lines and high pressure gas pipelines. Regarding
aviation, RAF Search and Rescue Force raised no objection to the proposed
route, but noted that the Carmarthen Hospital Helicopter Landing Site is nearby.
Bond Air Service raised no issues regarding the helicopter landing site and NATS
stated that it did not anticipate any aerospace issues caused by the development.
Policy, principles and project case
11.3.30 The Welsh Government asked WPD’s view on whether the underground section of

the route could be considered subject to the Town and Country Planning Act and
therefore potentially be considered ‘permitted development’ under the General
Permitted Development Order 1995. It also noted that development consent
should only be granted on the condition that a Construction Management Plan is
presented prior to development work commencing.
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Routeing
11.3.31 There were two comments from statutory consultees on the proposed route and

technology. The Welsh Government highlighted its position of encouraging the
undergrounding of electricity connections wherever possible and welcomed the
proposal to underground some of the route. NRW suggested that the previously
consented Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm Substation should be relocated to
reduce the amount of trees that currently need to be felled and suggested that
detailed justification should be provided for this aspect of the proposal.
Socio-economic
11.3.32 Regarding the impact on agriculture, the Welsh Government stated that it had no

issues to raise. It also welcomed the approach taken in assessing agricultural
impacts.
11.3.33 “It is encouraging to see that the impact of the proposal on agriculture, soil

stripping/storage/restoration and Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land
Classification (ALC) policy has been considered.” (The Welsh Government)

11.4

Summary of responses from local authorities

11.4.1

This section of the report summarises the two responses received from CCC.
Consultation and information

11.4.2

A number of comments from CCC centred on information which had not been
provided for comment. It noted that it would expect many of these details to inform
key documents such as the Construction Environment Management Plan. Many
details which CCC expected to see were in regard to mitigation and enhancement
measures, details of which it felt were lacking from the draft ES.

11.4.3

“For example without details of how impacts will be mitigated the Council cannot
confirm whether aspects of the project will be acceptable or not.” (CCC)

11.4.4

Regarding the consultation, CCC notified WPD of other organisations which it
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should consult with on certain areas, namely NRW and Cadw.
Engineering, design and construction
11.4.5

CCC raised the issue of air quality. It noted that the impact of dust may be
associated with open cut trenches, drilling and with vehicles leaving construction
sites. It suggested that without knowing full details of vehicle movements and the
periods of highest activity, it would question whether this had been assessed
appropriately. It recommended that this information should be presented for
assessment before the final DCO application.

11.4.6

While noting that the impacts on traffic are likely to be negligible, CCC suggested
that without seeing further details on movement numbers and temporary work
compounds, it would not be able to comment on the traffic impacts.

11.4.7

The noise impacts associated with construction were reviewed by CCC’s Public
Health Services Division. It noted that the hours of construction activity are in line
with relevant standards and that no significant impacts were expected. It also
noted that it expected more information on mitigation measures in the Construction
Environment Management Plan.

11.4.8

“It has also been acknowledged that mitigation measures are to be integrated into
the CEMP. It is recommended that this document is submitted and approved prior
to the development commencing.” (CCC)
Environment

11.4.9

CCC made some comments regarding the impact of the connection on cultural
heritage. It noted that the impact of the connection on the Towy Valley Registered
Historic Landscape was likely to be minimised by undergrounding the connection
in Section B.

11.4.10 While it did note that approximately 1km of overhead line would be located within

the Registered Historic Landscape to the east of the Police Headquarters, it
agreed with WPD’s conclusion that this impact is likely to be minor or negligible in
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significance. It also noted that the undergrounding would ensure that there are no
effects on the setting of listed buildings in the north of the Towy Valley. With
regard to the potential impacts on listed buildings, CCC acknowledged the adverse
effects predicted on St Maelog’s Church in Llandyfaelog. It also agreed that the
majority of listed buildings would not be subject to significant impacts, however it
recommended further assessment with regard to three listed buildings and their
settings. With regard to the potential impact on sensitive archaeological areas,
CCC noted that mitigation procedures should be developed to minimise the impact
on any unforeseen remains.
11.4.11 CCC also made comments on the impact of the connection on historic hedgerows.

It disagreed with the draft ES which stated that replanting historic hedgerow
completely negates the adverse impact. It suggested instead that where WPD
need to remove these hedgerows to lay underground cable, they should be placed
beside remaining hedgerow and then replaced once work is complete. However, it
did note that replanting is a good method for enhancement of the historic
landscape and this opportunity should be considered.
11.4.12 A number of CCC’s comments regarding ecological impacts related to documents

not yet provided for comment: the Construction Environment Management Plan,
the Habitat Regulations Assessment and the Habitat Management Plan. CCC
expected to provide further detail on a number of issues, but were unable to make
a full assessment without these documents.
11.4.13 CCC raised the loss of woodland, hedgerows and mature trees as an issue. It

noted that that WPD expected some loss and that the proposed mitigation method
was replanting semi-mature shrubs. CCC suggested that translocation of
hedgerows should be considered instead of replanting and that a detailed method
statement should be prepared for the removal and replacement of hedgerows. It
also noted from the draft ES that the chosen method for reinstatement would
require consideration of the effects on thermal ratings and suggested that this
point required further clarification. In addition to comments on mitigation
techniques CCC also noted that it would wish to see proposals for ecological gain
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and enhancement of hedgerows. It suggested as an example, creating, or
contributing to, an existing scheme to replace mature hedgerows across the
landscape.
11.4.14 Regarding the felling of trees, CCC suggested that few details had been provided

regarding how the overhead line corridor would be managed within the forest,
specifically what type of vegetation this would support. It noted that plantation
woodland had been identified as an ecological receptor but that no assessment
had been made of this area. It also noted that details of associated mitigation and
enhancement of plantation areas had not been provided and requested more
detail on the regeneration of forestry in general.
11.4.15 “Principle issues include the lack of mitigation and enhancement in relation to

biodiversity interests which will be impacted upon as a result of tree and
vegetation clearing for the OHL.” (CCC)
11.4.16 CCC raised the issue of cumulative impacts in relation to loss of forest habitat. It

suggested that assessment of the significance of this loss may have been
underestimated.
11.4.17 “How has the loss of 10ha and more been assessed as not significant?” (CCC)
11.4.18 CCC made a comment regarding the decommissioning of the connection. It noted

that the draft ES suggested that decommissioning impacts would be similar to
those likely to arise during construction, however it noted that this statement did
not account for the proposals to provide ecological gain or enhancement during
construction and therefore decommissioning could result in a greater impact.
11.4.19 CCC made a number of other comments regarding the impacts of the connection

on ecology. It noted that access to some of the more sensitive areas along the
route was yet to be determined and that it was therefore not possible for them to
comment on the ecological impacts on these areas. It suggested that these areas
must be dealt with sensitively and addressed within the final ES. It also noted
from the draft ES that where poor or waterlogged ground was encountered, that
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modified foundations would be designed. It asked for more information on what
these modified foundations would typically involve and highlighted this as a
concern due to poor or waterlogged ground often being of higher ecological value
and sensitivity.
11.4.20 CCC also noted from the draft ES that the impact associated with work at New

Lodge Substation had yet to be determined. It suggested that it would welcome
the opportunity to comment on any ecological surveys on this area due to local
reptile recordings and the proximity to Ash Pits Pond Local Nature Reserve.
11.4.21 With regard to the impact on bats, CCC noted that Category 2 trees were not

subject to climbing surveys and suggested that it was therefore possible that
roosts may not have been identified. It advised that pre-fell checks should be
carried out on all Category 1 and Category 2 trees. It also suggested some
additional enhancement measures, including the introduction of bat boxes, and
that contributions to dormouse schemes should not be limited to monitoring, but
could be widened to include habitat management and enhancement. It suggested
that further details of this proposed scheme should be provided. It also advised
that WPD should highlight the potential requirement for protective species
licences.
11.4.22 CCC raised a number of issues regarding the impact of undergrounding on

ecology. Some related to horizontal directional drilling, the details of which CCC
suggested should be addressed within the Habitat Regulations Assessment.
Details which CCC expected to see included cable depths, potential for frac-out of
drill fluid and associated contingency plans, and the source used for water
extraction. CCC also noted that drilling activity under the River Towy should avoid
the migratory period for spawning twaite shad from April to June and spawning
salmonids from 15 October to 15 April.
11.4.23 Regarding WPD’s proposals to underground existing sections of overhead line

where there is insufficient clearance, CCC suggested that because
undergrounding has the potential for greater ecological impacts than overhead
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lines, all of these areas should be identified.
11.4.24 CCC highlighted the potential impact of the connection on water courses,

particularly the River Towy and its associated SAC. The comment was made with
regard to a number of measures which it expected to see within the Construction
Environment Management Plan, which included pollution and sediment
management, protective surfacing, and plans for ecology, hydrology and dust
mitigation. It also commented on the potential cumulative impacts on the River
Towy, specifically that the draft ES had not considered hydrological connectivity.
11.4.25 Regarding ground water and ground conditions, CCC noted that while significant

impacts are unlikely, it wished to have further detail regarding unforeseen
contamination provided within the Construction Environment Management Plan
and that this should be provided prior to the final DCO application.
11.4.26 Regarding the system proposed for ecological monitoring, CCC suggested that an

ecological clerk of works should be employed for the duration of the scheme. It
also noted that it would welcome the opportunity to comment on any ecological
monitoring plans.
11.4.27 On inter-related effects, CCC agreed with WPD that there were no significant

impacts which could lead to a greater overall impact above what had been
identified within specific topic areas.
11.4.28 CCC made a number of comments regarding the visual impact upon the

landscape. It noted that the appropriate assessment methodology had been used,
identifying all operational and construction related effects. It also noted that along
the majority of the route the impact had been assessed as not significant, with only
a small number of areas affected to a low or medium degree. CCC noted that on
balance WPD had been successful in limiting the visual impact, however it did
raise some specific issues around mitigation and the cumulative impact of the
connection.
11.4.29 Regarding the cumulative impact of the connection, while CCC noted that the
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appropriate methodology had been used to assess this impact, it suggested that
the cumulative impact of the connection with existing overhead lines in Section A
could have been understated, particular regarding viewpoint 5, southwest of
Bancycapel. It also noted specifically, the potential for cumulative impact of
overhead lines on the Gwendraeth Vales Landscape Character Area and
suggested again that this impact may have been understated. It also suggested
that the cumulative impact of the overhead connection with commercial forestry
activities and the operation of the wind farm should have been considered.
11.4.30 While noting that the majority of mitigation was embedded within the design and

routeing of the connection, CCC raised issues regarding mitigation and
enhancement of the landscape, particularly the level of visual screening proposed.
It noted that the draft ES did suggest that additional landscape and visual
mitigation may be incorporated, however it noted that there were no detailed
proposals for them to comment on. It identified a number of sites including
properties, footpaths, cycle routes and a campsite. It suggested that while these
locations had been identified as being subject to moderate visual impacts, there
were no proposals for the planting of vegetation screening.
Health and safety
11.4.31 Regarding the impacts of the connection on health, CCC noted that all

infrastructure associated with the connection would comply with current guidance
on public exposure to EMFs and that no further mitigation measures were
therefore necessary. It did note however that the draft ES did not indicate the
distances at which the effects of EMFs diminish.
11.4.32 “In line with the NPS for Electricity Networks Infrastructure EN-5, it has been

shown that the relevant electrical infrastructure will comply with the current public
exposure guidelines, so no further mitigation is necessary, and there will be no
residual effects.” (CCC)
11.4.33 Regarding operational noise associated with the connection, CCC recognised that

the closest residence to proposed overhead lines was 70m, and as such the
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operational noise impact would be negligible, but noted that it would welcome any
further proposals for mitigation measures.
Routeing
11.4.34 Regarding the proposed route of the connection, CCC welcomed the identification

of a connection point at Llandyfaelog and noted that this had prevented a much
longer route therefore reducing the overall environmental impact. It also cited the
proposal to underground across the Towy Valley as a positive feature of the
project and noted that this would lead to a significant reduction in the impact on
the landscape. CCC did also repeat the view of the council’s elected members
that the entire connection should be underground, however it recognised that the
technical evidence for this decision would be difficult to challenge on planning
policy grounds.
11.4.35 The main issue highlighted by CCC regarding the proposed route was related to

the substation location within the Brechfa Forest and the route from the substation
out of the forest.
11.4.36 CCC noted that the substation is located at the south east corner of the forest and

the proposed connection is leaving from the south west. It noted the additional
cost of this alignment, as well as the need to clear up to 10ha of forest. It
suggested that the repositioning of the substation was not explored at the route
corridor identification stage of the project and reiterated its suggestion that WPD
could seek to deliver a more appropriately positioned substation via a separate
planning application. Due to these considerations, CCC advised that alternatives
to the proposed overhead route through the forest should be fully explored and
that clear justification for the proposed option should be given.
Socio-economic
11.4.37 Regarding the impact of the connection on land use, agriculture and forestry, CCC

noted that without further details it would not be able to confirm WPD’s appraisal
that there would be no significant impact. With regard to the undergrounding
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compound north of Abergwili Road, CCC questioned the impact of the project on
land use. It noted that no details regarding the location and size of the
undergrounding compound had been provided. It also suggested that this
information should inform the Habitat Regulation Assessment.
11.4.38 Regarding the impact on forestry, CCC reiterated its view that more justification

was needed for why an alternative substation location could not be found. It also
noted that the precise route through the forest and felling details are yet to be
agreed with NRW. It noted that it would expect to see these details before the
final submission.
11.4.39 CCC also highlighted the potential for impacts on agriculture. It asked why no

reference to the location of grade 3a agricultural land had been provided and also
what effect the bentonite mud used in underground drilling could have on
agricultural land.
11.4.40 Another issue raised by CCC was the impact of overhead lines on public rights of

way. One comments concerned the accurate presentation of public rights of way
within the draft ES. In terms of operational impacts, CCC noted that it would not
expect significant impact where the connection crosses public rights of way due to
the average height of the overhead line, however it did note that some poles were
due to be placed within close proximity. With regard to these poles, CCC noted
that the width of public rights of way must not be narrowed or encroached upon.
11.4.41 Regarding the construction and maintenance impact of overhead lines, CCC

welcomed the proposal to keep all public rights of way open where possible to
minimise the impact on tourists. It did however also point out that the impact on
public rights of way would also be felt by the local population. In addition to this, it
noted that if a temporary closure was necessary, public rights of way cannot be
closed for more than a short time without a Traffic Regulation Order and that CCC
would need sufficient notice to put these in place.
11.4.42 While CCC accepted that the use of wooden poles and undergrounding would

reduce this visual impact on public rights of way, it suggested that this would
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remain the greatest impact on them. It noted a few locations which would be
subject to medium or minor alterations in views, however accepted that this impact
had been fully assessed. It also stated that as the majority of effects had been
identified as not significant, WPD had been successful in limiting any negative
visual impact.
11.4.43 CCC also commented on the potential impact of the connection on recreational

and tourist activities. It noted that the area includes a range of activities such as
angling, horse riding, adventure activities and other events. It noted that it would
expect no significant effects on these activities from either the construction or
operation of the connection.

11.5

Summary of responses from community councils

11.5.1

This section of the report summarise the responses received from the two
community councils, Llanllawddog Community Council and Llanfihangel-ar-Arth
Community Council, which responded to statutory consultation
Consultation and information

11.5.2

Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council expressed disappointment that the
decision by WPD to consult on overhead lines during Stage 3 Consultation
dismissed the views of the public which had been put forward during previous
consultations:

11.5.3

“This goes against public opinion.” (Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council)
Engineering, design and construction

11.5.4

Regarding the impact of construction on the area, Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community
Council referred specifically to the impact of heavy traffic on local roads, which
would impact the area in two major ways.

11.5.5

It noted the poor condition of local road surfacing and stated that this would further
deteriorate with the increase in traffic associated with the construction of the
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connection.
11.5.6

It also felt that the heavy traffic associated with construction would impact on
tourism in the area.

11.5.7

“It is felt that tourism will suffer greatly in the area, with very heavy traffic, changing
our rural area into an industrial maze and with great disruption to everyday life”.
(Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council)
Health and safety

11.5.8

Health and safety concerns were cited by Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council
as a major factor for its objection to overhead lines and preference for
underground cables. It reiterated its concerns that overhead lines would pose a
risk the population’s safety due to the adverse weather conditions often
experienced in the area.
Routeing

11.5.9

Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council did not support the proposed overhead
lines and expressed a preference for undergrounding the lines. Reasons put
forward in support for undergrounding included public opinion and safety
concerns, as mentioned above.

11.5.10 With regard to the route, it highlighted a discrepancy between the distance

between poles and dwellings in rural and urban area.
11.5.11 “It is a further serious worry that the buffer zone between poles and dwellings out

in the rural areas is a shorter distance than in a built up areas. Is this
discrimination against the countryside population?” (Llanfihangel-ar-Arth
Community Council)
Socio-economic
11.5.12 Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council commented that the construction of the

route would have a negative impact on the quality of life of those who lived in
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affected villages. It also highlighted that these were the same residents who had
been affected by the construction of Alltwalis Wind Farm.
11.5.13 Llanfihangel-ar-Arth Community Council also commented that an increase in road

traffic during the construction of the route would adversely affect local residents.
Landowner issues
11.5.14 In relation to the compensation offered to landowners, Llanllawddog Community

Council suggested that this was too low.
11.5.15 “In conclusion [the] Council requested that WPD as a matter of urgency give

consideration to revising upwards compensation awards to a far more realistic
level.” (Llanllawddog Community Council)

11.6

Summary of responses from PILs

11.6.1

This section of the report summarise the responses received from those identified
as having an interest in the land. There were 19 responses from the 23
respondents identified, as some submitted a joint response. It is presented
thematically and where respondents made specific comments regarding sections
of the route these have been highlighted.
Consultation and information

11.6.2

Many respondents with an interest in the land challenged the consultation process.
They considered that their views and circumstances were not appropriately
considered by WPD. One respondent expressed their dissatisfaction with the
consultation in general, stating that they were misinformed and their views were
not respected. One respondent criticised the consultation for not being fair and
asked WPD to submit their comments and objections to the planning officer in full,
without summarising them.

11.6.3

A few other respondents criticised the events and materials for not being
accessible or informative enough. One respondent made specific reference to the
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consultation event at Peniel School and highlighted WPD’s delay in providing
information in the format requested. One respondent criticised WPD for not
providing enough information for prospective property buyers and noted that they
would not have bought the property if they had known about the proposals.
Another respondent challenged WPD’s documentation for not mentioning the
potential disruption to landowners.
11.6.4

Other respondents asked for more detailed plans showing pole locations and
another for the results of bat surveys on their land.

11.6.5

A few other respondents criticised WPD for not listening to the local community
and ignoring their views and objections with regard to overhead lines.
Cost

11.6.6

Respondents with an interest in the land made a few comments on cost, mainly
with regard to undergrounding. While some acknowledged WPD’s responsibility to
consider the cost implications of underground versus overhead options, one
respondent indicated that cost was not the most important element and that the
financial implications for landowners and environmental impacts should also be
considered. Another respondent noted that taking the shortest route would reduce
the difference in cost between underground and overhead options.

11.6.7

A few respondents suggested that the Proposed Development would mainly
benefit businesses involved by generating substantial profits, while landowners
would suffer financial consequences.
Engineering, design and construction

11.6.8

Comments on engineering, design and construction were mainly focussed on the
impact of construction on private land. Respondents noted that the access track
to pole 100 would not be suitable for construction vehicles as this was currently
used for livestock and farm bikes.

11.6.9

One respondent indicated that an access route shown in the consultation
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document was not feasible and did not match the routes surveyed by the access
survey team who visited their property. They highlighted impacts on their land due
to unfavourable local ground conditions and suggested specific mitigation
measures.
11.6.10 “Our lower fields are very wet, even in a dry summer we have limited periods when

we can access the land with our small, compact tractor. Any works would have to
be carefully scheduled to minimise damage to our land.” (User ID 100333)
11.6.11 One respondent noted that access from a main road would be difficult due to an

overhanging hedge which could damage large vehicles. They also asked WPD to
undertake a risk assessment before using large vehicles on very narrow lanes.
11.6.12 Several respondents commented on the impact of construction work on private

properties and existing infrastructure, including mains water pipes, drainage and
groundwater sources. They asked that WPD offer compensatory payments for
any damage caused during the construction period.
11.6.13 “An indemnification from WPD will be required against any damage to drainage

and ground water sources, as well as any damage to tree roots and vegetation
caused during construction works. Liability must be borne in perpetuity by WPD.”
(User ID 100346)
11.6.14 One respondent suggested moving two poles in Section C in order to avoid

damaging their water pipeline, while another highlighted impacts on their field
crops.
11.6.15 One respondent expressed their objections to erecting poles on their land due to

their proximity to a telecommunication mast. Another respondent noted that an
underground cable laid through their land would impact on NRW’s operations.
11.6.16 “We understand your proposals are to lay an underground cable through the land.

At the points where the proposed cable will access and egress the field there are
two very deep ditches/culverts, which your cable will need to pass under. Both
ditches/culverts are regularly cleaned by NRW and wouldn't wish the cable to
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interfere with their operations”. (User ID 100383)
11.6.17 One respondent highlighted the benefits of laying the cables underground in order

to protect them from extreme weather conditions and thus minimise the number of
power cuts.
Environment
11.6.18 Respondents raised a number of concerns with regard to environmental impacts

associated with the Proposed Development. A few respondents noted the impact
on wildlife and biodiversity. One noted that their farm was recognised as a wildlife
corridor by NRW and accommodated a variety of birds, animals and plants. They
highlighted the potential impact of overhead power lines on the safety and flight
paths of birds such as swans, Canada geese, red kites, buzzards and other
species present in the Gwili Valley area.
11.6.19 A few other respondents mentioned the potential impact of poles on groundwater

and watercourses and noted that the erection of poles might pollute the natural
water supplies of residents.
11.6.20 One respondent also raised the issue of previous tree pruning on their land and

inquired about compensation.
11.6.21 One respondent highlighted the impact of overhead lines on designated special

landscape areas, including Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW) and Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs).
11.6.22 Some respondents felt that their children, or future generations of residents and

visitors, would not be able to enjoy the Welsh landscape and countryside as it
would be damaged as a result of the construction of overhead lines.
11.6.23 Among those respondents who provided comments about visual impacts, the

majority made specific reference to the picturesque views of the Gwili Valley,
stating that these would be ruined by the erection of poles. One respondent
highlighted the cumulative visual impact arising from the proposed overhead
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connection and the existing Alltwalis Wind Farm.
11.6.24 “We have already been subjected to a windfarm on Alltwalis Mountain that blots

the landscape and yet this proposal will subject us to yet more scars on the
countryside.” (User ID 100343)
11.6.25 Some respondents focussed on mitigation measures with regard to environmental

and visual impacts and suggested that undergrounding the cables would be the
best measure. One respondent also suggested avoiding elevated ground in order
to minimise the visual impact of overhead lines.
Health and safety
11.6.26 A few respondents highlighted the potential health effects of EMFs emitted from

overhead lines. They noted that the health and wellbeing of both humans and
animals would be put at risk.
11.6.27 One respondent highlighted the associated health impact of the noise produced by

high voltage transmission lines crossing their land, indicating that this would cause
health issues such as headaches, respiratory problems, fatigue and stress. They
also noted the potential cumulative impact affecting people and animals as a result
of the proposed overhead connection in combination with a nearby wind farm
development.
11.6.28 “As we are already in the path of the noise that will be produced by the windmill

development of the Brechfa Forest, this extra noise, to us, is not acceptable.
Research shows that the noise levels have an effect on the lives of humans and
animals alike, as this noise will be constant.” (User ID 100336)
Landowner issues
11.6.29 The majority of comments within this theme were related to impacts of the

proposed route on private land and property. Other respondents criticised WPD
for its lack of communication and flexibility when arranging meetings with
landowners. A few respondents stated that they would not grant easement or
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wayleaves to allow access to their land without WPD first reaching an agreement
with their land agents and offering appropriate compensation. One respondent
noted that no compensation would make up for the inconvenience and loss
suffered by landowners.
11.6.30 A few other respondents highlighted that any communication with landowners

should be directed to their respective land agents, with most landowners asking
WPD to pay for their land agent fees for representing them in all matters related to
this project.
11.6.31 Some respondents criticised WPD for carrying out surveys on private land without

giving prior notice to landowners. One respondent complained about surveyors
trespassing on their land and noted that this was not an isolated case, as other
landowners had had similar experiences. Another respondent indicated that
communication with landowners with regard to land surveying should be clear and
straightforward in order to avoid any confusion. They highlighted the need to be
kept informed regarding survey days and times as they would need to manage a
field grazing schedule for their livestock to avoid any disruption.
Policy, principles and need case
11.6.32 One respondent challenged the route alignment selection process and suggested

that WPD had provided no justification for routeing the connection through the
Gwili Valley, rather than the Cothi Valley.
11.6.33 Another respondent expressed concern over the increasing number of wind farm

developments in their area and noted the cumulative visual impact of existing and
future energy infrastructure.
11.6.34 One respondent questioned the need for the project in general, suggesting that

this was not about energy generation but rather about financial gains.
11.6.35 “The other thing is that this is not about supplying electricity to locals. This is big

business making millions by selling electricity to England (Wales being already an
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exporter).” (User ID 100327)
11.6.36 One respondent challenged the validity of the Proposed Development and noted

that the route might no longer be appropriate as a result of RES and RWE
withdrawing two wind farm development requests which were originally part of this
project.
11.6.37 “Following the withdraw of connection requests by RES for the Bryn Llywelyn Wind

Farm and RWE for the Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm this connection project
should be halted and a new proposal should be submitted to DECC for
consideration by the Secretary of State as it is now a totally different proposition
[…]. Now these two developments have been withdrawn from the project the
route may not be appropriate.” (User ID 100333)
Routeing
11.6.38 Many respondents suggested that the connection should follow existing

hedgerows and avoid fields as much as possible in order to minimise impact on
land and agricultural activities.
11.6.39 Some respondents suggested alternative routes for the connection. Some made

recommendations for the relocation of specific poles, while others indicated their
preference for using the most direct route. One respondent suggested that the
most direct route would be straight down the Cothi Valley to join the existing
electricity connection near Llandyfaelog.
11.6.40 Some respondents suggested relocating specific poles to a lower position in the

Gwili Valley area and aligning them with existing tree lines in order to minimise the
visual impact. One respondent highlighted the need to move two poles currently
placed within Section C so that they do not interfere with existing infrastructure.
11.6.41 Another respondent suggested using existing infrastructure, making specific

reference to the existing connection line from the Alltwalis Wind Farm.
11.6.42 “We would like to know what consideration has been given to connecting the
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Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm to the connection already existing for the Alltwalis
Wind Farm.” (User ID 100333)
11.6.43 Many respondents expressed a general preference for undergrounding the cables

and suggested that the entire connection should be placed underground.
11.6.44 One respondent referred to the undergrounding of the Towy Valley section and

suggested that this set a precedent which WPD should follow elsewhere along the
route.
Socio-economic
11.6.45 Comments on socio-economic issues mainly discussed the potential impacts of

the connection on agricultural activities, food production or forestry. Many
respondents expressed the view that an overhead connection would infringe upon
agricultural operations such as harvesting and rotational cultivations. Some also
asked that the construction work be undertaken at a suitable time of the year so as
not to impact on seasonal agricultural activities.
11.6.46 Some respondents focussed on the potential impacts on local tourism and

businesses. They noted that the local economy would be adversely impacted due
to a reduced number of tourists visiting the area.
11.6.47 A few respondents identified a reduction in property values as a result of

environmental and health risks associated with an overhead connection crossing
their land. One respondent expressed their preference for an underground line to
be used in order to mitigate impact on property prices.
11.6.48 “I have spoken to two estate agents recently who both informed me that as a small

parcel of land it would be de-valued by 50% if an overhead line went through the
middle of the land. Whereas if the line went underground it would not de-value it
as much.” (User ID 100315)
11.6.49 Some respondents asked for compensation as a result of their land and property

being devalued. Some noted that compensation payments should be
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commensurate to the expected devaluation.
11.6.50 “We also object to the level of compensation that is suggested by Western Power.

If H poles are being erected on our fields, the value of the property as a whole will
go down 25% (according to several land agents in the Carmarthenshire area).
The suggested compensation does not cover this devaluation of the farm.”
(User ID 100336)
11.6.51 A few respondents also noted that their retirement plans would be adversely

affected. They highlighted the human and financial investments that they had
made in order to retire in an environment which they viewed as being at risk
because of the Proposed Development.

11.7

Summary of changes to the Proposed Development as a result of
responses received under Section 42 of the Act

11.7.1

All responses received under Section 42 of the Act were given due consideration
by WPD. Some responses requested change to the Proposed Development whilst
others, most commonly those received from statutory consultees such as NRW
and CCC, provided comment on the draft ES and associated documentation.

11.7.2

This section summarises the main changes to the Proposed Development made in
response to Section 42 consultation under the relevant headings used above.
Detailed responses to all comments received are provided in Appendix 11.1.
Environment

11.7.3

In response to requests from NRW and CCC, WPD provided draft copies of the
Habitat Regulation Assessment, Construction Environment Management Plan,
Waste Management Plan, Pollution Prevention Plan, Water Management Plan,
Emergency Response Plan and Invasive Species Plan for comment prior to
finalising DCO documents.

11.7.4

Comments made regarding the need to mitigate for unknown archaeology in
association with undergrounding across the Towy Valley were discussed with
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Dyfed Archaeological Trust and a brief for a Watching Site Investigation (WSI)
prepared. CCC had noted the potential for adverse effects upon the setting of St
Maelog’s Church in Llandyfaelog and requested further assessment with regard to
three listed buildings and their settings. Subsequent to the comments received
WPD visited each location with CCC. Consideration was given to the setting and
the extent to which it might be impacted and the conclusion reached by all parties
is provided within the final ES.
11.7.5

NRW requested further justification on how the predicted impacts upon dormice
had been reached. This was provided to NRW and the conclusions are
incorporated within the ES. Dormice were only found within the woodland either
side of Nant Morlais. Pole 4 (previously pole 3) has been moved to the west,
outside of the woodland. Furthermore, WPD now proposes to hand-string the line
through the wood, thereby reducing the potential for disturbance associated with
the use of vehicles. Mitigation and monitoring post construction within the wood is
also proposed and this has resulted in a change to the order limits to include a
wider area within the woodland to accommodate the work.

11.7.6

NRW and CCC also sought clarity on the potential impacts to hedgerows. WPD
does not propose to place poles within hedgerows, they will be placed alongside
(a minimum of 2m from a hedgerow). The requirement for hedgerow removal has
been limited to three locations and all are associated with undergrounding. The
length of hedge to be removed has been reduced to 8m in each location. In
response to consultation responses received, WPD also proposes to translocate
the hedgerows. Hedgerows crossed by the overhead line will be laid rather than
cut, where this is environmentally appropriate.

11.7.7

NRW referred to the proximity of a pole to the Nant Felys watercourse. WPD have
moved this pole to ensure that it is a minimum of 7m from the watercourse. All
other pole locations have been checked to ensure that they are a minimum of 7m
from watercourses.

11.7.8

In response to the potential for flooding along the Towy Valley, WPD have
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changed the location of the undergrounding construction compound. It is now
located to the north east of the underground cable, accessed from the A485. The
revised location lies outside flood zones 2 and 3. Other changes made in
response to comments received from CCC include the commitment to drill under
the tributaries to the River Gwilli to further reduce the potential for run-off into the
watercourse.
11.7.9

NRW raised the issue of enhancement. WPD has undertaken to fund a landscape
and ecological enhancement project which will support habitat improvement within
3km of the Proposed Development. The details are being worked through with
CCC and NRW.

11.7.10 CCC commented upon the potential need to underground existing sections of

overhead line where there is insufficient clearance. WPD has identified all
crossings of existing infrastructure and have identified the work necessary to
ensure clearance. The intended work includes either the undergrounding of
existing infrastructure or the repositioning of poles and/or increase in height. In
each case the increase in height would not result in the wooden pole structures
being higher than 20m.
11.7.11 CCC raised the cumulative impact of the connection with existing overhead lines in

Section A, which it considered may be understated. WPD subsequently discussed
the approach taken to the identification of cumulative impacts in this section of the
route with CCC and this discussion has informed the revised assessment which is
presented within the final ES.
Engineering, design, construction and routeing
11.7.12 Changes made in response to comments received from PILs focussed upon the

engineering, design, construction and routeing of the connection.
11.7.13 Many respondents suggested that the proposed poles be located alongside or

within field boundaries. WPD revisited a number of pole locations and considered
the technical and environmental implications of placing poles alongside
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hedgerows, for example. In a number of cases it was considered possible to
respond to the request and the Proposed Development does now span more fields
than was previously the case. In some locations this has resulted in the
replacement of single poles with twin poles (to achieve the desired length of span)
although the connection remains predominantly single pole construction.
11.7.14 Responses to specific comments received from PILs are summarised below where

they reference specific pole or access locations. Further information on the
consideration given to each response to relocate infrastructure is provided within
Appendix 11.2 and the associated change request in Appendix 7.7.
11.7.15 A response was received concerning the use of an access track. It was

considered that the proposed access track to pole 100 would not be suitable for
construction vehicles. WPD re-routed the access (to what is now pole 99) to
provide access from the north across the field. The same respondent also
commented on the location of pole 101 and asked for other poles (114, 115 and
116) to be repositioned into existing hedgerows. WPD considered the request and
the Proposed Development was changed to ensure that poles are placed
alongside hedgerows where span lengths permit.
11.7.16 A comment was made regarding the presence of poles close to a private water

supply. WPD visited the location and it has concluded that the placement of the
poles within concrete sleeves would prevent any materials leaching to the ground
or water supply from the poles.
11.7.17 One respondent suggested two options to re-route the connection further from the

property. WPD considered both options and as a result, amendments to the
routeing to reduce its visibility from the property have been made.
11.7.18 One respondent referred to the discussions which had been held on site with WPD

prior to the commencement of statutory consultation. WPD considered the
request to minimise the impact of poles on silage making (moving the poles to field
boundaries) and with the exception of one pole (pole 181) this has been achieved.
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11.7.19 The location of pole 155 was highlighted as being a sensitive area. WPD was able

to move the pole (now pole 154) slightly to the south, although the comment by the
same respondent to relocate pole 154 (now pole 153) could not be
accommodated.
11.7.20 A request was received to relocate poles 55 and 57 (now poles 53 and 55) to the

nearest hedgerows because the present locations are within harvesting fields.
WPD has moved the poles closer, but has not placed them within the hedgerows
due to ecological considerations.
11.7.21 One respondent commented on the effect that the poles may have on existing dog

training and shooting operations, suggesting the pole is moved nearer to the
eastern access gate. WPD has been able to accommodate this request to the
extent that pole 8 is now located within the eastern corner of the field, furthermore
it has been possible to remove a second pole from the land.
11.7.22 Amendments were proposed to poles 94, 95 and 96 so that they could be located

along field boundaries. WPD considered the request and by introducing twin poles
to achieve a longer span, it has been possible to accommodate the change.
11.7.23 Immediately south of the Towy Valley, at the point where the undergrounding

would commence, a request was made to remove the proposed terminal pole
(pole 86) and instead extend the undergrounding south to pole 85. WPD has
moved pole 86 south to the extent that it would be substantially screened from the
property by existing vegetation.
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12

Responses under Section 47 of the Act

12.1

Introduction

12.1.1

This chapter summarises the issues raised by respondents recognised under
Section 47 of the Act. This consists of responses from members of the public and
other interested parties including elected representatives, local businesses, other
local bodies and community groups.

12.2

Summary of responses received from members of the public

12.2.1

This section summarises the views expressed in 39 responses received from
members of the public. It is presented thematically and where respondents made
comments regarding specific sections of the route or pole locations these have
been highlighted.

12.2.2

A table detailing all the responses received from members of the public, together
with the regard that WPD has had to those responses6 has been produced and
can be found in Appendix 12.1. The table also indicates whether the responses
have resulted in a change to the Proposed Development.
Consultation and information

12.2.3

A number of comments were made by respondents who criticised the consultation
process or information that had been provided by WPD. The most common
concern raised was that WPD did not give enough consideration to the views of
local residents. Many respondents noted the high level of public opposition to the
scheme and strong local support for undergrounding of the whole route. Some
also suggested that because these views seem to be ignored, that they felt
powerless within the planning process.

12.2.4

6

“This rural community is very tired of being ignored. Please listen to our concerns

Section 49 of the Planning Act 2008
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and ensure that this area is not permanently blighted.” (User ID 108)
12.2.5

Some respondents also questioned the validity of the consultation and suggested
that the consultation would have no bearing on the final plan.

12.2.6

“No one listens to our concerns. Consultation should mean consultation not a box
and form filling exercise”. (User ID 100317)

12.2.7

Some respondents made comments regarding the level of information provided by
WPD during the consultation. Some of these respondents suggested that not
enough information had been provided for them to make an informed response to
the consultation. This was specifically an issue for the environmental impacts and
the safety of walkers, cyclists and horse riders during construction. Other
respondents made requests for further information, notably on plans for the
connection after the 25-year operational period of Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm
and also on whether surveys had been undertaken on local wind and ground
conditions.

12.2.8

One respondent criticised the maps provided by WPD because they did not
distinguish between temporary and permanent access tracks. Another respondent
also suggested that not enough information was made available to prospective
home buyers who had recently purchased properties unaware of the proposed
connection.

12.2.9

A few respondents challenged the timescale for the consultation. One of whom
suggested that there was not enough time to respond to the consultation as it ran
over the Christmas period.

12.2.10 A few respondents made comments regarding the information points. They

criticised the locations used and the attitude of WPD staff when questioned about
the venues selected.
12.2.11 “In the previous consultation we noted the unsuitability of some of these locations

to view the documentation. It is distressing to note that the suitability of some of
these locations were not checked by WPD staff... It was distressing to see the
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uncaring, cavalier response of some staff when we aired our concerns.”
(User ID 100338)
12.2.12 One respondent commented upon WPD's liaison with landowners and suggested

that landowners had been provided inaccurate information.
Cost
12.2.13 A number of respondents made comments regarding the cost of the connection,

particularly regarding the cost of undergrounding and the extent to which cost
influenced the proposals.
12.2.14 For some respondents, cost is given too much emphasis in the decision making

process. Respondents often suggested that it was not justifiable to reduce costs
by allowing the connection to have greater impacts on the local community. In this
context some respondents also made comments on the actions of WPD, which
they believed to be closely related to foreign ownership or excess profit making of
the companies involved in the project.
12.2.15 Some respondents made similar comments specifically regarding the additional

cost of undergrounding. While one respondent accepted that the cost of
undergrounding the whole route would be prohibitive, others believed that the
additional cost would offer good value given its associated benefits, or suggested
that as the beneficiaries of the project, the wind farm developer should pay the full
cost.
12.2.16 “Those who benefit from the profits from the wind farms should be the ones to

bear the costs of the lines, not the local residents.” (User ID 100329)
12.2.17 Some respondents challenged the information presented on the cost of

underground cables compared to overhead lines. One respondent suggested that
it was dishonest for WPD to suggest that an underground connection would be six
and a half or 10 times that of an overhead connection. They cited the Lifetime
Costs Report, which shows that an underground connection would be four times
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that of an overhead line. Similarly, other respondents suggested that when
additional maintenance costs are included in calculations, an underground
connection may be cheaper than overhead lines. Some also highlighted the
expected increased frequency of extreme weather events as further justification.
12.2.18 “When you stop and think in the long term it will be cheaper for WPD as

maintenance underground will be far cheaper than overground.” (User ID 100323)
Engineering, design and construction
12.2.19 Some respondents made comments regarding engineering, design and

construction. Most of these were regarding construction related impacts and the
resilience of the connection. The most often cited construction concern from
respondents was the impact upon traffic.
12.2.20 Some respondents highlighted the narrow roads that would need to be used by

construction and the presence of logging traffic. They raised concern for the
impact this would have on local traffic, particularly on the A485 and surrounding
Llanllawddog. Also of particular concern to respondents was the disruption
caused by undergrounding the connection under the A485 in Section B and the
damage to hedgerows caused by construction traffic, particularly on Llynwalter
Lane and Llynwalter Road. Some respondents highlighted the issue of road
safety, specifically the proximity of pole 162 in Section C6 to the roadside and the
nearby access route joining a busy road. Another respondent suggested that a
detailed Traffic Management Plan should be produced.
12.2.21 “Another concern is that large vehicles, accessing the site, will cause damage,

erosion to the ancient hedge banks that flank Llynwalter Road.” (User ID 100337)
12.2.22 Other construction related issues raised by respondents included the impacts of

dust and damage to private property which respondents suggested should be fully
repaired by WPD. Some respondents also highlighted the cumulative construction
impacts the connection would have in combination with local wind farm
developments.
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12.2.23 Design related comments from respondents related to the resilience of the

network. For many of these respondents undergrounding the connection was
seen as the best way to improve resilience. Some respondents cited the
frequency of power cuts in the area and highlighted examples of extreme weather.
One respondent noted particular concern for the Nant Brechfa Valley in Section
C4 and the area from Pentremawr towards the A485.
12.2.24 “The wind funnelling up the Nant Brechfa valley (Section C4) can be extremely

fierce, and these damaging conditions are likely to occur more frequently in the
future. The effect on poles and cables crossing the valley from land at
Pentremawr towards the A485 must be considered. Other places along the route
are likely to be similarly affected.” (User ID 100329)
Environment
12.2.25 Many respondents made comments on the impact of the connection on the

environment. The most prominent of these were concerns for the landscape and
loss of woodland.
12.2.26 Many respondents identified what they considered to be the negative impacts of

overhead lines on the landscape. Respondents suggested that these impacts
would affect local residents whose surrounding views would be degraded, as well
as on important viewpoints. Some respondents noted their concern that the
impact of overhead lines would change the landscape character from ‘rural to
industrial’.
12.2.27 “The proposed connection would also be visible for a significant distance and

would dramatically alter the landscape character of the area both in the immediate
locality and from important vantage points.” (User ID 98)
12.2.28 There were strong concerns for the landscape and views raised by respondents

referring to Section C. The effect on views from the A485 was also raised as a
specific impact. For many of these respondents additional undergrounding was
seen as the best way to reduce the impact of the connection on the landscape.
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12.2.29 Some respondents raised the issue of the cumulative impact on the landscape, in

combination with other existing infrastructure, in that it would be too great or has
been under-assessed. This was identified as a particular issue with regard to the
convergence of power lines in Sections A2 and A3, with existing wind farms in
Section C and with additional access tracks.
12.2.30 A number of respondents made comments regarding mitigation of the visual

impacts of the connection. One respondent shared the views of CCC when they
suggested that mitigation for the visual impact was inadequate.
12.2.31 “I fully support the views of the community and Carmarthenshire County Council

that the level mitigation for the visual and environmental damage this power line
will cause is woefully poor.” (User ID 102)
12.2.32 One respondent suggested that ash trees may be vulnerable to ash dieback and

as such not provide adequate screening. They noted that ash dieback is present in
Ferryside. Another suggested it was not possible to assess the adequacy of
mitigation as only nine viewpoints had been considered within the draft ES. They
also stated that not enough visual screening was proposed to mitigate the visual
impacts of access tracks on public rights of way and noted from the draft ES that
these would be subject to moderate adverse effects.
12.2.33 Some respondents highlighted the potential impact of the connection on ecology

and the natural environment. A number of respondents made comments
regarding the impact of the connection on wildlife. Specific concern was raised by
one respondent for the quarry east of Rhydargaeau and the potential impact on its
resident kites, barn owls, tawny owls and buzzards. Some respondents also
linked the impacts on wildlife to the proposals to fell a large numbers of trees along
the route and within the forestry, which one respondent suggested could be
avoided by undergrounding part of the connection. Also raised was the cumulative
impact of felling associated with the construction of both the proposed connection
and Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm.
12.2.34 “Felling individual and 10 hectares of trees in Brechfa Forest will create a hostile
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environment for wildlife, including endangered species, and those on which
humans depend for their continued survival.” (User ID 100325)
12.2.35 For many respondents, undergrounding the connection was seen as the best way

to minimise the effects of the connection on the environment. With regard to local
residents’ enjoyment of the landscape and environment, some respondents stated
that their children or future generations would not be able to enjoy area in the
same way they had done, due to the proposed connection.
12.2.36 Some respondents raised the issue of project related CO2 emissions and reduced

carbon absorption of the surrounding forest as a result of felling. They also
questioned whether this has been taken into account during the selection of the
chosen route corridor.
12.2.37 In addition, two respondents echoed the views of CCC by suggesting that the

proposals for environmental mitigation and enhancement were inadequate.
12.2.38 One respondent commented on the impacts on groundwater. They raised concern

for the impact of poles on natural springs which supply local houses with domestic
water supplies, particularly pole 170. Another respondent commented on surface
water, potential run off and pollution caused as a result of forest clearance in
sections C8 and C10.
12.2.39 One respondent raised the potential for impacts on cultural heritage. They

suggested that the method used for assessment was inappropriate and that the
assessment was inaccurate.
Health and safety
12.2.40 A few respondents made comments regarding health. Some respondents made

general comments which suggested that the connection would have a negative
impact on people’s health. One respondent, who specifically referred to EMFs,
suggested that the connection should be underground to reduce this impact.
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12.2.41 “Underground lines electrical magnetic fields are blocked by soil.”

(User ID 100338)
12.2.42 One respondent also raised the potential noise impact from an overhead

connection and a few respondents also noted their view that anxiety caused by the
existence of the project, as well as the actions of WPD, had led to local residents
to suffer from stress.
12.2.43 “There is great anger and fear in this area and that in turn has caused stress to

local people.” (User ID 100)
12.2.44 A few respondents raised issues concerning safety. One respondent noted the

proximity of the connection to Gwalia Garage and its propane gas cylinders, and
indicated their concern that the power lines may attract lightning strikes. Other
respondents cited concern for maintenance staff working on overhead cables.
They suggested that their safety would be better secured by an underground
connection.
12.2.45 Some respondents raised the impact of the connection and associated

construction on emergency service vehicles. Particularly those using the A485
and the air ambulance using the landing site near Glangwili Bridge.
12.2.46 Regarding aviation, one respondent highlighted the potential hazard to low flying

aircraft caused by overhead lines.
Landowner issues
12.2.47 A few respondent raised concern regarding the manner in which surveys had been

carried out. They cited examples of unannounced visits and inappropriate
reference to powers of compulsory right to access land.
12.2.48 “During this process over the past 18 months my contacts with WPD and my

experience have not been positive. These include trespass, unannounced visits
and provision of inaccurate information. All of which I understand breach your
codes of practise for this process.” (User ID 100351)
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Policy, principles and project case
12.2.49 While one respondent expressed general support for the project, other

respondents raised concerns regarding energy and planning policy. A number of
respondents made comments relating to local wind farms. Several noted their
opposition to these developments and their impacts on the local community.
Some also made comments on the effectiveness of wind farms in energy
generation, or raised concern that wind farms were being imposed by DECC
against the wishes of local people.
12.2.50 Comments on planning policy often suggested that there should have been a

single planning application combining all local wind farms and their associated
connections. Respondents suggested that this would reduce the costs associated
with granting development consent and would give the public and organisations
involved a better understanding of the combined effects.
12.2.51 One respondent suggested that the proposed connection disregards Planning

Policy Statements 4 and 7 in its impact on the natural and historic environment.
Another highlighted the impact of the connection on Welsh Government agrienvironmental schemes and suggested that work carried out under these schemes
could be undermined by the connection.
12.2.52 Other respondents who discussed planning issues highlighted their intention to

build new properties in the vicinity of the proposed route, which were at various
stages of planning. Some respondents also commented that the wooden poles
used for the connection could be upgraded to larger poles or metal pylons in the
future, should additional wind farms be granted planning permission.
12.2.53 “Then WPD will upgrade the line to grid connect these as well. The same people

will be affected once more.” (User ID 100323)
Routeing
12.2.54 The most commonly cited suggestion regarding routeing was that the entire

connection should be placed underground, often in order to reduce the impacts of
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the connection on the local community, landscape and tourism.
12.2.55 “I consider this proposal to be unacceptable because the power lines should be

underground for the whole length of the connection between Brechfa Forest West
Windfarm and the existing connection point.” (User ID 102)
12.2.56 A number of respondents noted the proposals to underground some sections of

the route in their response. They often highlighted their view that the decision to
underground these sections was taken in response to the concerns of local
residents or because of concern for the landscape. Because of this, they were of
the view that they had been treated differently and that the same level of
consideration should be shown to their views and local landscape by additional
undergrounding.
12.2.57 “What is the difference in Carmarthen town residents and the country folk? We

pay the same rates, yet underground in Carmarthen and ugly wooden poles in the
countryside.” (User ID 100326)
12.2.58 Some respondents commented on the proximity of the proposed route to dwellings

and suggested that either these homes should be avoided, or that the route should
be underground where it passes residential areas. Of particular concern were
properties in Sections C1, C2 and C3, as well as housing along the A485.
12.2.59 “The route chosen, which follows the line of the A485, passes nearest to the

largest number of homes, and will therefore be visible to, and affect, the largest
number of people.” (User ID 100329)
12.2.60 One respondent suggested that the additional cost of undergrounding the

connection around Rhydargaeau could be offset by not undergrounding part of
Section B, which they believed would result in less visual impact on local
residents.
12.2.61 A number of respondents commented on the location of the substation within the

Brechfa Forest where the connection would end. They questioned why the
substation was located at the south east corner of Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm
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when the connection was proposed to exit the wind farm from the south west.
These respondents suggested that this alignment would result in unnecessary cost
and additional tree felling. Some suggested that an alternative proposal, including
a different substation location had not been fully considered.
12.2.62 “Perhaps WPD and CCC could jointly invite the Planning Inspector to require the

grid connection to start at the SE corner of the forest, and then RWE would be
obliged to seek the planning permission.” (User ID 100373)
12.2.63 One respondent also suggested that a shorter route out of the forest from the

proposed substation had not been considered at an earlier stage of consultation.
12.2.64 “[Carmarthenshire County Council] also seems to be questioning … whether WPD

weighed up the impact of the OHL corridor through the forest against an
alternative, shorter, route out of the forest to a slightly re-aligned grid route when
setting out the potential options earlier in the consultation phases.”
(User ID 100373)
12.2.65 One respondent suggested an alternative route for the connection to Brechfa

Forest East Wind Farm which was removed from WPD’s proposals prior to the
start of Stage 3 Consultation.
Socio-economic
12.2.66 Many respondents highlighted the potential impact of the connection on property

prices or local residents’ ability to sell their homes. Some respondents specifically
noted that this was related to views from residential properties being affected by
overhead lines. Some respondents also noted that the reason they moved to the
area was largely because of the local landscape.
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12.2.67 “We purchased the property in most part for the wonderful views across the Gwili

Valley and the proposed scheme will totally ruin the vista. Not only impacting the
environment, this scheme will significantly reduce the value of our property and we
will be at a great disadvantage should we wish to sell in the future.“
(User ID 100344)
12.2.68 One respondent also commented on the cumulative impact of the connection and

the local wind farms on house prices, particularly in the Gwyddgrug area.
12.2.69 “Therefore there is no justification for further distractions like the overhead pylons.

This area north of Carmarthen will suffer a vast amount of loss of value for our
homes.” (User ID 100319)
12.2.70 For many respondents undergrounding the connection was seen as the best way

to minimise the impacts of the connection on property values. One respondent
noted their disappointment that the impact on property values had not been
considered within the draft ES.
12.2.71 A few respondents also discussed the potential impact of the connection on the

future financial plans of local residents. One respondent noted that potential
impacts on property prices could reduce the amount they are able to pass on to
their children. Another commented that the potential impact on property prices
could negatively affect local residents’ retirement plans.
12.2.72 Some respondents also highlighted the potential impact of the connection on local

businesses, some of whom suggested that they would suffer a loss of tourism
related income. Many respondents highlighted their view that WPD should pay
compensation to local residents for the potential loss in value in properties, or
business income, as a result of the connection.
12.2.73 “Please could you explain why my neighbour’s claims will not be compensated to

mitigate their losses both in the value of their homes, land, loss of use of land, and
damage to business relating to tourism?” (User ID 100351)
12.2.74 Many respondents commented on the potential impacts of the connection on
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tourism. Some noted that visitors are drawn to the area by the attractive
landscape and that any impact upon views would reduce their enjoyment and the
likelihood of them visiting. Many also noted the importance of tourism to the
economy of the local area and Wales in general. Many respondents expressed
their view that the connection should be undergrounded in order to minimise these
impacts.
12.2.75 “Tourism is a massive part of the income for this area and should not be risked

when there are alternatives.” (User ID 100367)
12.2.76 Some respondents made general comments which highlighted the impact of the

connection on communities, whereas others respondents raised concern for the
general tranquillity and amenity of the area and the potential disruption to people's
lives. They often suggested that the route should be undergrounded to minimise
these impacts. Some respondents questioned the benefits of the connection to
the local community. A few made reference to community funds and suggested
that these do nothing to compensate for the impacts of the connection.
12.2.77 With regard to the impact of the connection on land use, one respondent

commented on the potential impact of the connection on agriculture. They noted
the reduction in land available for cultivation caused by pole placement and
suggested that poles should be placed within hedgerows to minimise this impact.
12.2.78 Some respondents raised the issue of the connection affecting public rights of

way, particularly that WPD should not interfere with or close any public rights of
way. They also raised concern for the visual impact of both the connection and
associated access tracks on public rights of way. One respondent raised concern
for the potential impact of the connection on horse riding due a loss of public
access land within the Brechfa Forest.

12.3

Summary of responses received from elected representatives,
local businesses, other local bodies and community groups

12.3.1

This section summarises the eight responses received from the nine respondents
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listed below. In some cases respondents chose to submit a joint response.
12.3.2

Elected representatives:


Jonathan Edwards, MP for Carmarthen East and Dinefwr;



Rhodri Glyn Thomas, AM for Carmarthen East and Dinefwr;



Linda Evans, councillor for Llanfihangel-ar-Arth, Carmarthenshire County
Council; and


12.3.3

12.3.4

Pamela Palmer, councillor for Abergwili, Carmarthenshire County Council.

Other organisations:


Abergwili Angling Club;



Brechfa Bunkhouse;



Brechfa Forest and Llanllwni Mountain Tourism Cluster Group (BALM);



Brechfa Forest Energy Action Group; and



a group of local landowners.

This section is presented thematically and where respondents made comments
regarding specific sections of the route or pole locations these have been
highlighted.
Consultation and information

12.3.5

Respondents made several comments in relation to the consultation process. The
main themes which emerged were the lack of information provided,
communication with landowners and the disregard of public opinion.

12.3.6

In relation to the information provided by WPD as part of the consultation, several
respondents reported that there was not enough information, or no information, on
several key aspects of the project. Respondents reported that without the full
information it was difficult to provide a full and considered response.
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12.3.7

Information which was felt to be missing included movement details, clarification
on noise effects, the decommissioning of wooden poles after 25 years, the impact
of construction on road users, biodiversity mitigation plans and comparable
costings for undergrounding.

12.3.8

“Despite calling for full costing of undergrounding this project we are yet to see
confirmed figures. It is simply not good enough for WPD to state the cost for
undergrounding would be approximately ten times greater than over grounding
without publishing a full breakdown of costs to justify this claim.”
(Jonathan Edwards MP and Rhodri Glyn Thomas AM)

12.3.9

“There are some areas in this application that lack information regarding the
ecology, such as biodiversity mitigation, Habitat Management Plan and the
Construction Environmental Management Plan. The evidence on protected
species is sketchy and it is hard to see how the construction impacts with loss of
woodland, hedgerows and mature trees could be mitigated. The application does
not cover the ‘Ecological Gain and Enhancement’ that the scoping opinion
required. This is a requirement of EN-, tan5, the NERC Act 2006 and the Local
Authorities own LDP policies.” (Brechfa Forest Energy Action Group)

12.3.10 With regard to public consultation events, one respondent expressed

disappointment that WPD opted for drop in events after they had previously
expressed a preference for open, public meetings which were felt to be more
transparent. One respondent noted that their constituents did not believe the
consultation process to be open or transparent.
12.3.11 With regard to previous consultations, respondents were concerned that WPD had

not taken into account, or responded to, people’s views. Respondents reported
that WPD had made no attempt to take into consideration the request of local
elected members, or the general public, to underground the connection.
12.3.12 “The County Council voted to push for the 100% undergrounding of the connection

cabling and WPD appear to have ignored this.” (Brechfa Forest Energy Action
Group)
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Engineering, design and construction
12.3.13 In relation to engineering, design and construction, respondents commented on

the impact of traffic on the area as a result of the construction. However,
respondents reported that they did not have sufficient information to determine
what the extent of the impact would be.
12.3.14 One respondent asked that WPD keep local communities and businesses

informed of planned road closures and diversions, to enable local community
groups to help reduce the impact of increased traffic.
Cost
12.3.15 Several respondents commented on the cost of the project in relation to the choice

between underground cables and overhead lines. Some respondents
acknowledged the increased cost of undergrounding but reported that the benefits
to the community outweighed these costs. Respondents also reported that
undergrounding could minimise the long term maintenance of the project.
Environment
12.3.16 Respondents made several comments in relation to the environmental impact of

the project. The main themes which emerged were the negative visual impact on
the landscape and areas of cultural significance, the negative impact on the local
ecology and the benefits of undergrounding to mitigate these impacts.
12.3.17 Respondents reported that the overhead lines would have a negative impact on

the landscape. A number of respondents highlighted the cumulative visual impact
of the proposed route in combination with existing overhead lines and the
proposed wind turbines. Respondents reported that undergrounding the
connection would significantly reduce the impact on the visual landscape.
12.3.18 “The visual impact of the overground lines and pylons will have a detrimental effect

on the attractiveness of the area and impact on tourism. As l have already stated
on many occasions all connections should be underground to negate the visual
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impact.” (Cllr. Pamela Palmer)
12.3.19 Regarding cultural heritage, respondents reported that the project would have a

negative impact on the historical significance of the area. It was also reported that
WPD had not adequately assessed the impact of the project on all sites listed in
the Historical Environment Records. Where cultural heritage assessments have
been conducted, respondents reported that these are not in line with current
national policies.
12.3.20 “A High Court ruling and policy updates by the Department for Communities and

Local Government, has clarified the relative importance of cultural heritage Vs
renewable energy related planning applications since planning permission was
granted for a wind farm in Brechfa Forest West. This consultation report for the
power lines does not even correctly identify the cultural heritage of the affected
area, and therefore fails to consider the impact on cultural heritage. The
recommended method of assessing the impact of a planning application on all
sites in the HER [Historic Environment Record] has not been followed.” (BALM)
12.3.21 Respondents also highlighted the impact of the project on Llandyfaelog, such as

the visual impact on St Maelog’s Church, a listed building.
12.3.22 “There will also be a visual impact on the Historic Landscape with significant

adverse effects on several listed buildings, including St Maelog's Church at
Llandyfaelog.” (Brechfa Forest Energy Action Group)
12.3.23 In addition to the impact on the visual landscape and cultural heritage,

respondents also reported that there was a wider impact of the project on the local
ecology and land use.
12.3.24 “The character of the landscape will change dramatically as this is farmland with

wide open fields and is used for grazing and harvesting silage. Construction of
overhead high H-poles cause damage to the ground, take away the harvesting
area and are a blight on the landscape.” (Jonathan Edwards MP and
Rhodri Glyn Thomas AM)
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12.3.25 Regarding the impact of the project on the local ecology, respondents commented

that there could be significant adverse impact that could lead to the loss of
biodiversity in the area. Respondents specifically mentioned the impact on the
flight path of migrating water fowl such as Canada geese. Concerns were also
raised in relation to the ecological impact of pole 155, which is proposed to be
placed within a wetland area.
12.3.26 Concerning the impact of the project on groundwater, respondents made specific

reference to the location of pole 169, which is proposed to be placed near a spring
supplying household water.
12.3.27 “Pole 169 - Major concerns that this pole will be close to a spring that supplies the

household with water. It is vital that a full assessment is made in this case.”
(Jonathan Edwards MP and Rhodri Glyn Thomas AM)
Health and safety
12.3.28 Respondents expressed their concern about the possible impact of overhead lines

on the long term health of nearby residents.
12.3.29 With regard to pole 154, respondents noted that the pole would be dangerous to

the livestock kept in the field due to the cumulative effect of existing electricity
poles in the field.
12.3.30 Respondents also commented that overhead lines may pose a health and safety

concern for low flying aircrafts in the area, particularly during periods of bad
weather.
Landowner issues
12.3.31 Communication with landowners was raised as an issue. One respondent

expressed disappointment that a suggestion for WPD to agree a communication
protocol had not been implemented. Several respondents commented that WPD
and their representatives had accessed private land without the permission of
landowners.
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12.3.32 Another respondent suggested that the difference in the planning procedure

between England and Wales meant that companies could behave in a way which
would not be allowed in England.
12.3.33 “We disagree with the approach made by Western Power and their

representatives, which has often involved unannounced visits, provision of
inaccurate information, and pressure applied to individuals to agree overhead lines
by saying "it is compulsory". In our opinion these actions could be construed as
serious bullying.” (Group of local landowners)
12.3.34 Regarding easement payments, respondents felt that these were inadequate and

called for a new scheme to ensure fairer payments for affected landowners.
Policy, principles and project case
12.3.35 Respondents commented that the potential impact of overhead lines on the

ecology and tourism of the area would undermine the impact of several projects
funded by the Welsh Government such as the Better Woodland for Wales scheme
and the Cambrian Mountains Initiative.
12.3.36 Another respondent commented that the Department for Communities and Local

Government’s high court ruling and subsequent policy updates in relation to
cultural heritage and renewable energy had not been fully taken into account.
12.3.37 One respondent noted that the change in WPD’s proposed route (from the original

route towards Swansea) frustrated them, as choices had been made to minimise
the impact of the project, only for the project route to change thereby impacting
local businesses.
12.3.38 Respondents also reported their concern that the interests of large companies

were prioritised over those of the local community.
12.3.39 “Constituents are very concerned that the criteria imposed on WPD aims to defend

the interests of large multi-national energy companies rather than the interests of
the local community.” (Jonathan Edwards MP and Rhodri Glyn Thomas AM)
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Routeing
12.3.40 In relation to the location of the substation, one respondent questioned the

rationale and proposed an alternative. The respondent suggested that locating the
substation on the south west of the forest would decrease the cost and also the
amount of trees which would need to cleared for the overhead lines, thereby
reducing the impact of the project on the forest.
12.3.41 There was general consensus among respondents that underground cables are

preferred to overhead lines.
12.3.42 “Western Power have failed to research the impact of this power line or

incorporate appropriate levels of mitigation in the design. All of our members
support the communities and county councils view that the only acceptable level of
mitigation would be for the power lines to be underground from the wind farm to
the point at which they connect into the existing national grid network.” (BALM)
12.3.43 Respondents noted that the proposed route in Section C followed the A485 and

highlighted that this route also coincided with a large number of properties. It was
reported therefore that this proposed route would have a negative impact on a
large number of residents. Respondents suggested that a route following a less
inhabited area would reduce the number of residents affected by the project.
12.3.44 In addition to these comments, a petition signed by local landowners and residents

was attached to one response, which called for the undergrounding of the route in
Section C.
Socio-economic
12.3.45 With regard to the socio-economic impact of the project, the key themes raised by

respondents included the impact on tourism and the tourism industry, the impact
on land use and compensations funds.
12.3.46 In relation to the impact on tourism and the local tourist industry, many

respondents commented that the proposed project would have an adverse effect.
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Several respondents reported that the main impact on the tourist industry would be
as a result of the negative visual impact on the landscape.
12.3.47 “The local tourism industry has been established on the reputation of the area for

peace, quiet and the attractiveness of the landscape.” (BALM)
12.3.48 Respondents also reported that the tourism industry was instrumental in

supporting other businesses, such as village shops and pubs, so an impact on the
tourism industry would also impact on everyday life for residents.
12.3.49 Respondents expressed disappointment that no information had been published

on the consultation website about research into the economic impact of power
lines on the tourism industry.
12.3.50 “Research published by the Scottish Government identifies that the addition of a

power line to the views of holiday accommodation reduces by 15% the amount
that people are willing to pay for that accommodation.” (Brechfa Bunkhouse)
12.3.51 One respondent commented that a local business survey reported that the

majority of returning guests indicated that they would not return to the area if they
could not enjoy the peace and tranquillity of the area.
12.3.52 Respondents also expressed frustration that the decision to opt for overhead lines,

which were predicted to have a negative impact on local tourism, was inconsistent
with the funding and efforts that had been put into the area to revive the tourism
industry.
12.3.53 “By refusing to underground on the mountain, WPD have also ignored the hard

work and public funding that the tourism organisations locally have invested in
activities to promote the Brechfa Forest Area, its heritage and culture, which the
forest clearance and poles would have a negative impact.” (Brechfa Forest Energy
Action Group)
12.3.54 Respondents raised concerns for the impact of the project on recreational

activities. They reported that the visual impact of the project would affect people’s
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recreational enjoyment of the landscape, particularly users of footpaths, cycle
routes and campsites in the area.
12.3.55 One respondent also raised concern over the possible removal of bankside

vegetation in Section B of the planned route and its impact on anglers.
12.3.56 “We would also be concerned if there is to be removal of bankside vegetation

(trees/bushes etc.) as these features are obviously beneficial to our fly-fishing
fraternity. Similarly, any damage to the river banks, we would hope, will be
reinstated by yourselves.” (Abergwili Angling Club)
12.3.57 With regard to the impact of the project on agricultural land use, respondents

highlighted the potential impact of the poles on farmland. They noted that affected
farmland is used for grazing and harvesting silage and commented that the poles
could cause damage to the land and reduce the harvesting area. They also
reported that undergrounding would mitigate these negative impacts on land use.
12.3.58 Concerns were raised by respondents regarding property values. Respondents

reported that landowners would be affected in two ways, both in terms of the value
of their land and by placing them at a disadvantage if they chose to sell.
12.3.59 Regarding the impact of the project on local communities, respondents

commented that no acceptable, positive case had been made by WPD, nor any
benefits suggested.

12.4

Summary of changes to the Proposed Development as a result of
responses received under Section 47 of the Act

12.4.1

All responses received under Section 47 of the Act were given due consideration
by WPD. Some responses made by elected representatives included comments
on behalf of their constituents. As such, requests to move infrastructure, for
example, sometimes reflected similar requests made by PILs.

12.4.2

This section summarises the main changes to the scheme made in response to
Section 47 consultation under the relevant headings used above. Detailed
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responses to all comments received are provided in Appendix 12.1.
Environment
12.4.3

Two respondents suggested that the proposals for environmental mitigation and
enhancement were inadequate. In response to these comments, and to similar
comments received from NRW and CCC, WPD has revisited its proposals for
mitigation. It is now proposed to translocate the three hedgerows to be
temporarily removed. Gaps created in the hedgerows will be reduced to 8m and
the hedgerows potentially affected by the overhead line due to clearance issues
will be laid rather than flailed. In relation to the woodland either side of Nant
Morlais, additional measures to mitigate the potential for impacts upon dormice are
proposed which will include the planting of suitable native species and post
construction monitoring.

12.4.4

A separate scheme of enhancement will be delivered through the funding of a
landscape and ecological project which will support habitat improvement within
3km of the Proposed Development

12.4.5

Comments received regarding private water supplies were consistent with those
received from PILs in relation to poles 169 and 170. As noted in the response to
PILs, WPD proposes to place poles 169 and 170 (now 171 and 172) in concrete
sleeves to prevent any materials leaching to the ground or water supply from the
poles.

12.4.6

Concerns were also raised in relation to the ecological impact of pole 155, which is
proposed to be placed within a wetland area. A similar comment was made by the
PIL. WPD has moved the pole (now pole 154) slightly to the south.
Socio-economic

12.4.7

One respondent raised concern over the possible removal of bankside vegetation
in Section B of the planned route and its impact on anglers. WPD does not
propose to remove bankside vegetation. In finalising the alignment for the
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undergrounding across the River Towy, WPD now proposes to drill under the
minor tributaries which feed into the River Gwilli. This will reduce disturbance to
the affected watercourses and it will reduce the potential for sediment to run-off
into the main river.
12.4.8

The socio-economic impact of siting poles within fields was raised by respondents
as they felt that poles sited in fields would potentially reduce the harvesting area.
WPD has reviewed all pole locations along the route as a consequence of the
comments received during consultation. This has resulted in a reduction in the
number of poles located in farmland and an increase in poles placed alongside
field boundaries.
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13

Responses under Section 48 of the Act

13.1.1

WPD publicised the proposed application under Section 48 of the Act as laid out in
Chapter 9 of this Consultation Report. No responses were received in specific
relation to Section 48 publicity so all statutory consultation responses have been
reported in chapters 11 and 12 of this report.
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14

Post-statutory consultation engagement

14.1

Introduction

14.1.1

This chapter of the Consultation Report provides information on consultation
activity that was carried out after the close of statutory consultation. It explains
why consultation continued beyond Friday, 16 January 2015, who the consultation
was with and what responses were received.

14.2

Engagement activity
Statutory consultees

14.2.1

Following the close of consultation all responses were analysed. Those received
from CCC and NRW raised potential issues that WPD considered to be best
understood through subsequent meetings. A meeting with CCC took place on 17
February 2015 to discuss ecological comments. Site visits with the council’s
conservation officer and environmental health officer took place on 25 February
and 02 March 2015 respectively. Additional meetings and telephone discussions
were held with the council’s landscape consultant on 19 January 2015 and with
the Dyfed Archaeological Trust on 19 February 2015.

14.2.2

WPD met with NRW on 10 March 2015 to discuss its consultation response. This
enabled WPD to better understand the comments raised with regard to PEI and
any changes to the scheme or construction methodologies previously proposed.

14.2.3

WPD also met with Welsh Government on 03 March 2015 to discuss the issues
raised within its response, as well as the issue of land ownership within Brechfa
Forest.

14.2.4

Changes to the Proposed Development made in response to comments received
from CCC and NRW are set out in Appendix 11.1.
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PILS
14.2.5

As detailed at 7.5.6 of this report, as part of the process for identifying all PILs,
WPD were made aware of previously unknown tenants, mortgage providers and
other persons who might make a relevant claim regarding the land during the
statutory consultation period.

14.2.6

Where WPD was made aware of PILs sufficiently early that the statutory 28-day
consultation period would not go beyond the publicised close of Section 42
consultation, WPD wrote to these PILs and invited them to take part in
consultation, stating a deadline for receipt of responses of Friday,
16 January 2015.

14.2.7

A list of these PILs written to can be found in Appendix 14.1.

14.2.8

For those PILs identified later in the publicised consultation period it was clear that
the deadline date of 16 January 2015 would not give them the required 28 days to
respond. WPD therefore invited those PILs to take part in consultation and set a
deadline date for the receipt of responses of at least 28 days from the day after
receipt of the letter with the latest deadline date being 31 March 2015. The last
invitation to statutory consultation was issued to PILs on 09 February 2015.

14.2.9

All newly identified PILs were sent the same consultation information as all other
Section 42 consultees. This included:


a copy of the consultation invitation leaflet; and



a disk containing the draft ES, a bilingual non-technical summary version of
the draft ES and high resolution A1 maps of the proposed route as separate
PDF files.

14.2.10 WPD consulted with nine PILs beyond the close of statutory consultation. A list of

these PILs can be seen in Appendix 14.2.
14.2.11 Copies of the letter templates sent to newly identified PILs can be seen in

Appendix 14.3.
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14.2.12 WPD met with one landowner to discuss their response regarding a private water

supply on 06 March 2015.
14.2.13 In finalising the route alignment for the overhead line, WPD has been able to

identify the exact locations where the proposed route would cross existing lower
voltage overhead lines on the WPD network. Where adjustments to132kV
wooden pole height or position have been possible, satisfactory clearance
between the proposed conductors and existing conductors has been achieved.
14.2.14 In locations where it has not been possible to achieve sufficient clearance, WPD

has elected to underground short sections of the existing lower voltage overhead
lines at each location. This localised undergrounding can only be carried out
between existing wooden poles, which has meant that the order limit has needed
to be extended beyond what was shown during statutory consultation. There are
14 locations where the order limit has been extended to allow for undergrounding
existing low voltage overhead lines. The details of these locations can be found in
Chapter 2 of the ES.
14.2.15 In order to finalise access routes for construction from the public highway, WPD

met with CCC highways officers to agree work that would be required to allow
satisfactory visibility for construction vehicles accessing the public highway. The
additional land required to incorporate the visibility splays has been included in the
order limits. There are 14 locations where the order limit has been extended to
allow for the agreed visibility splays. The details of these locations can be found in
Construction Traffic Management Plan (Volume 8.7 of the DCO application).
14.2.16 At the location where the proposed overhead line crosses Nant Morlais the route

passes through an area of woodland. Ecology surveys have established the
presence of dormice in the woodland and following discussions with NRW and
CCC it has been agreed that WPD will undertake mitigation and post construction
monitoring within the woodland.
14.2.17 To be able to carry out this work it is necessary for the mitigation area to be

included within the final order limits.
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14.2.18 WPD has determined that where the order limits have been moved to

accommodate low voltage overhead line undergrounding, visibility splays and
dormouse mitigation the change to the Proposed Development presented at
statutory consultation has not been significant. As such, and in accordance with
DCLG guidance (March 2015), paragraph 75, WPD wrote to all affected statutory
consultees and local communities to inform them of the changes and the reason
they were needed.
14.2.19 Copies of the letters sent can be found in Appendix 14.4 and the list of recipients

can be found in Appendix 14.5.
14.2.20 The letters sent to affected statutory consultees and local communities included

details of how recipients could provide further comment on the changes if they
wished to. Recipients were given up to 21 days to provide comment.
14.2.21 An on-going examination of all possible rights over land has been carried out by

WPD’s legal advisors, Osborne Clarke, as part of the preparation of the Book of
Reference. As part of this iterative process, a number of rights over land were
identified that had not been apparent at the statutory consultation stage. This
related to a number of parties that had not specifically been consulted in relation to
these newly identified rights affected by the Proposed Development.
14.2.22 Of these 53 persons identified, all are now included as PILs in the Book of

Reference. WPD has established that they fall into the following categories:


23 are PILs who had not previously been contacted about the project in any
capacity;



seven are statutory consultees who were consulted in that capacity during
statutory consultation;



nine are PILs who have been consulted about other land they own during
statutory consultation;



two are local authorities that have been consulted in their capacity as a local
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authority during statutory consultation;


two are fishing groups which although listed with different names, WPD
believes it has consulted as user groups during statutory consultation;



six are statutory consultees that are also PILs for other plots of land and were
consulted during statutory consultation;



three were consulted as members of the public during statutory consultation;
and



one was previously consulted as a PIL and was consulted as a member of the
public during statutory consultation.

14.2.23 To make these newly identified PILs aware of their status in the NSIP process in

relation to specific parcels of land, WPD wrote to each PIL to advise them of this
and to give them an opportunity to comment on the Proposed Development. WPD
made it clear in the letter that because it was about to submit its DCO application,
any comments received would not be included in the Consultation Report. They
would instead be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate prior to the start of the
examination process, if the application is accepted.
14.2.24 A copy of the letter sent can be found in Appendix 14.6 and the list of recipients

can be found in Appendix 14.7.
14.2.25 Prior to submitting its DCO application, WPD cross-checked the list of statutory

consultees listed in Appendix 7.3, 14.1, 14.2, 14.5 and 14.7 against Section 42 of
the Act, Schedule 1 of the Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms
and Procedure) Regulations 2009 and the Book of Reference (DCO application
Volume 4.3).
14.2.26 As a result of this cross-check, no discrepancies were identified and to the best of

WPD’s knowledge all Section 42 consultees have been consulted on the Proposed
Development either during statutory consultation or between the close of statutory
consultation and the submission of the DCO application.
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14.3

Summary of responses received

14.3.1

As a result of post-statutory consultation engagement, one written response was
received. This response was from a land agent representing clients who had been
contacted regarding the change to the order limits, as outlined in paragraph
14.2.18 above.

14.3.2

The land agent commented that the landowners he represents remain very much
opposed to Proposed Development. He stated that his clients have confirmed that
they have no objection to the Proposed Development provided the whole route is
placed underground but that they would continue to object to a connection
comprising wooden poles and overhead lines.

14.3.3

He also commented that in many instances the Proposed Development comes
close to property and causes significant reduction in the value of those properties
due to line proximity and the requirements to create new access across the land.

14.3.4

He also commented that many of his clients remain disappointed that they have
received no feedback from WPD and have not been invited to discuss alternative
routeings they submitted to WPD.

14.3.5

The land agent expressed a view that compensation payments being made
available to the landowners do not compensate them fully in respect to the true
losses caused by injurious affection and disturbance. He referred to precedent
having been set regarding payments made to landowners with the construction of
Alltwalis Wind Farm.

14.3.6

Reference was also made to his clients feeling disenfranchised, vulnerable and
fearful of objecting to the Proposed Development.

14.3.7

WPD has reviewed all the comments made by the land agent and is of the opinion
that no new information has been made available which would result in the need to
amend the Proposed Development.
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15

Conclusion

15.1

Introduction

15.1.1

WPD’s overall approach to pre-application consultation on the Brechfa Forest
Connection Project was developed following advice received from the Planning
Inspectorate and WPD’s legal advisors and based on the updated pre-application
process guidance produced by the DCLG in August 2013. Detailed community
and stakeholder research helped to shape the approach, together with information
and guidance received from CCC.

15.1.2

WPD delivered two stages of non-statutory consultation and one stage of statutory
consultation. The two non-statutory rounds of consultation were delivered in
accordance with the published consultation strategies and the statutory
consultation was undertaken in accordance with the published SoCC and all
relevant statutory requirements.

15.1.3

All relevant responses received during the three stages of the consultation
process, together with those received as part of the ongoing engagement which
took place outside of defined consultation periods, were reviewed by WPD and
taken into account in the development and refinement of the project.

15.1.4

Following each stage of the non-statutory pre-application consultation process
WPD published an Interim Consultation Report. These reports showed how the
responses received influenced the decisions taken by WPD regarding the
selection of preferred route corridors, alignment and refining the Proposed
Development.

15.1.5

This Consultation Report summarises the two stages of non-statutory consultation
and also details the statutory consultation undertaken and how responses
received, alongside other technical, environmental, social and economic
information, have influenced the final Proposed Development.
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15.2

Summary

15.2.1

Statutory consultation under sections 42, 27 and 48 of the Act was carried out over
a six-week period from Friday, 28 November 2014 to Friday, 16 January 2015.

15.2.2

A total of 84 responses were received during this third stage of consultation of
which 37 were from Section 42 consultees and 47 from Section 47 consultees.

15.2.3

No responses were received in specific relation to Section 48 publicity.

15.3

Changes as a result of feedback

15.3.1

The amendments that have been made to the project as a result of the statutory
consultation undertaken can be summarised as follows:


Requests received from PILs resulted in 11 changes to specific pole positions
and access routes.



Feedback on the PEI has been incorporated into the Environmental
Statement. This included:
o A revised assessment of the cumulative visual effects concerning the
wirescape to the west and north of Llandyfaelog;
o An updated assessment of the potential impacts upon the setting of three
listed buildings (Bryn Towy Mansion, Llangunnor, Church of St Maelog and
the house opposite Gardener's Cottage, Cwmgwili);
o Additional mitigation for the potential impacts upon dormice within the
woodland either side of Nant Morlais together with a commitment to post
construction monitoring;
o Identification of the work required to achieve clearance from existing assets
(overhead lines) and an assessment of the potential environmental impacts
associated with such work;
o An updated assessment of the impacts associated with the proposal to drill
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under watercourses, as opposed to open-cut, thereby responding to
concerns with regard to sedimentation;
o Justification included, at the requested of NRW, for the approaches taken to
survey for bats and dormice;
o An updated ecological assessment to consider the translocation of hedges
rather than loss and replanting. Also an assessment of the impact of laying,
rather than cutting back or flailing hedges.
o An updated ecological assessment to consider the impacts arising from
landscape and ecological enhancement fund.


The inclusion of a Habitat Regulation Assessment, Construction Environment
Management Plan, Construction Traffic Management Plan, Waste
Management Plan, Pollution Prevention Plan, Water Management Plan,
Emergency Response Plan and Invasive Species Plan. As requested, draft
versions of these documents were provided to CCC and NRW prior to the
submission of the DCO application.

15.3.2

In addition to responses received through statutory consultation, WPD has also
engaged with landowners on an informal basis. The result of this informal
engagement has been the receipt of requests to amend pole positions and access
routes. These request have been given due consideration by WPD and have
resulted in further changes to the development as proposed.

15.4

Aspects of the Proposed Development which remain unchanged

15.4.1

Responses to statutory consultation were received from members of the public,
landowners, community councils, the local authority, elected representatives and
prescribed consultees. As a result of the comments received several changes
have been made to the Proposed Development. A number of aspects of the
Proposed Development have however remained unchanged.

15.4.2

Throughout all three stages of consultation there has been consistent support from
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consultees for the whole connection to be placed underground. Following each
stage, WPD has reviewed the strategic options for the connection including
placing the whole connection underground. There have been no changes in
National Policy Statements or legislation with regard to the licenced obligations for
distribution network operators. Furthermore, no information has come forward
from consultees that has caused WPD to conclude that mitigation, in the form of
undergrounding, for the whole of the connection is necessary. WPD has
concluded that this technology should not be adopted for the entire connection.
15.4.3

In addition to requests for the whole overhead line to be placed underground,
there were also several requests for localised sections of the overhead line to be
placed underground. Each request was considered by WPD but it concluded that
other than across the Towy Valley, no new information was provided that would
result in an assessment of impacts significant enough so as to require mitigation in
the form of undergrounding.

15.5

Compliance with the Act

15.5.1

WPD is confident that appropriate information was provided at each stage of the
consultation process to enable consultees to respond and that the information
provided was in accordance with the consultation strategies and the SoCC it
published.

15.5.2

WPD has set out the activities it has undertaken under sections 42, 47 and 48 of
the Act and provided details of the consultation responses received under these
sections. WPD has considered the responses received during each stage of
consultation and is confident that it has demonstrated that the comments, views
and impacts identified through the pre-application consultation have been taken
into account and, where appropriate, influenced the Proposed Development.
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